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Introduction

1. Pursuant to the decision taken by the Mediterranean Commission on Sustainable Development (MCSD) at its Fourth Meeting (Monaco, 20-22 October 1998), the Fifth Meeting of the MCSD was held in Rome from 1 to 3 July 1999, at the kind invitation of the City of Rome.

Attendance

2. The meeting was attended by the following 30 members of the MCSD: Albania, Algeria, Association pour la Protection de la Nature et de l’Environnement de Kairouan (APNEK), Bosnia and Herzegovina, Centre des Régions Euroméditerranéennes pour l’Environnement (C.R.E.E.), Chambers Group for the Development of Greek Islands (EOAEN), City of Rome, Croatia, Cyprus, Ecomediterrania, European Chemical Industry Council (CEFIC/EUROCHLOR), European Commission, France, Greece, Italy, Lebanon, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Malta, MedCities Network, Mediterranean Information Office for Environment, Culture and Sustainable Development (MIO-ECSDE), Monaco, Morocco, Municipality of Silifke, Mediterranean Water Network (Red Mediterranea del Aqua-RME), Slovenia, Spain, Tunisia, Turkey, and World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF).

3. The following Regional Activity Centres of MAP also attended the meeting: UNEP/IMO Regional Marine Pollution Emergency Response Centre for the Mediterranean Sea (REMPEC), Blue Plan (BP/RAC), Priority Actions Programme (PAP/RAC), Specially Protected Areas (SPA/RAC), Environment Remote Sensing (ERS/RAC), Cleaner Production (CP/RAC) and Secretariat for 100 Mediterranean Historic Sites.

4. The following United Nations specialized agencies and other intergovernmental organizations attended the meeting as observers: UNEP/Technology, Industry and Economics Division (TIED), UNEP/Regional Office for West Asia (UNEP/ROWA), Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), World Health Organization (WHO), United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), Council of Arab Ministers responsible for Environment, League of Arab States (CAMRE/LAS), Centre for Environment and Development for the Arab Region and Europe (CEDARE), Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), Mediterranean Environmental Technical Assistance Programme (METAP) and RAMOGE.

5. A full list of participants is attached as Annex I to this report.

Agenda item 1: Opening of the meeting

6. Mr V. Calzolaio, Under-Secretary of State for the Environment of Italy, welcomed the participants and thanked the City of Rome for hosting the meeting. UNEP, including MAP at the regional level, had made sterling efforts to protect the environment and he hoped that their fruitful work would continue in the future. Over the past decade, a large number of global environmental conventions had been signed, but it had to be acknowledged that in practice they were not all applied to the same extent. The Italian Government had set up two institutions to assess the impact of the conventions it had signed and he hoped that the MCSD would consider the harmonization of the provisions of such agreements at the Mediterranean level and identify financing sources to guarantee their effective implementation.

7. Ms L. De Petris, Deputy Mayor for Environmental Affairs, welcomed the participants on behalf of the Mayor of Rome. She emphasized that the Mediterranean was rich but vulnerable and the policies and measures adopted for its sustainable development had to be understood, accepted and implemented by all actors, whether public or private. The task would not be easy because collaboration had not hitherto been one of the main characteristics of the region, but it was essential. Since the UNCED, cities and local authorities around the Mediterranean had
shown increasing commitment to sustainable development and Rome had played its role in promoting Local Agenda 21 in the Mediterranean. The authorities of Rome reaffirmed the need to support urban development that was sustainable and a new definition of development and urban management policies.

8. Mr A. Hoballah, Deputy Coordinator of MAP, read out the statement of Mr K. Töpfer, Executive Director of UNEP, who regretted that he was unable to attend the Meeting. The Executive Director observed that changes in the Mediterranean region required a refocus on the various elements constituting the region’s overall security policy. The Mediterranean was becoming an even more important channel for the movement of vital resources and was developing into an integrated advanced economy with potential for major investment. Hence the need for ecological stability in the Mediterranean within a framework of sustainable development.

9. Since its inception in 1972, UNEP had given prime consideration to maintaining the integrity of the regional seas, with the Mediterranean as its first and most successful programme. Thanks to the willingness and commitment of the partners concerned, MAP had become an example for other regions. With its dynamic institutional structure, it had constantly sought to integrate the social, economic and environmental dimensions of sustainable development. The revision of the Barcelona Convention and its Protocols had contributed to the process by giving due consideration to the major environmental initiatives at the global and regional levels, in particular the adaptation of Agenda 21 to the Mediterranean context. The establishment of the MCSD had also played its part by providing a regional forum for dialogue and forming a bridge between global and regional actions on the one hand, and national and local efforts on the other. It offered a promising framework for the definition of a genuinely Mediterranean sustainable development strategy.

10. The Executive Director pledged UNEP's full support for MAP's activities by promoting them within the UNEP family and with all concerned partners, including United Nations agencies and the UNCSD. To that end, an efficient information and communication strategy would be needed in order to give new impetus and greater visibility to MAP. Together with the MCSD, MAP had a crucial part to play in protecting the environment and promoting sustainable development with a view to building a peaceful and prosperous region. Finally, the Executive Director expressed his deep gratitude to the Mayor of the City of Rome for organizing the Meeting and to the Italian Government for its continuous support of MAP.

11. Ms F. Kefi, Minister of Environment and Physical Planning of Tunisia, President of the MCSD Steering Committee, said it was a great honour to open the Fifth Meeting of the Mediterranean Commission on Sustainable Development and she wholeheartedly thanked the City of Rome for its generosity. It was encouraging to note that cities were playing an increasingly active role in the MCSD process so that together all partners could succeed in the ambitious task of achieving sustainable development in the Mediterranean in the framework of Agenda MED 21. The Fifth Meeting demonstrated the continuing relevance of the MCSD as a forum for dialogue among all the partners concerned at the regional, national and local levels. Despite many difficulties, the MCSD had already produced effective recommendations and proposed actions on the management of water demand and the sustainable management of coastal zones. Its innovative structure had greatly contributed to its success.

12. After reviewing the items to be discussed, she pointed out that the Euro-Mediterranean processes and GEF offered genuine opportunities for cooperation, which the MCSD must seize. Her own country’s national development programmes had been strongly influenced by the Commission's work. She launched an appeal for regional solidarity and concluded by wishing the Meeting every success.

**Agenda item 2:** Election of the Steering Committee of the Commission
13. In accordance with Rule 17 of its Rules of Procedure, the Commission elected the following Steering Committee:

**President:** Tunisia  
**Vice-Presidents:**  
- Chambers Group for the Development of Greek Islands (EOAEN)  
- City of Rome  
- Malta  
- Monaco  
- Turkey  
**Rapporteur:** World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF)

14. During a short discussion on the way in which the list of candidates for the posts of Vice-President had been compiled, several speakers, while not contesting the results of the elections, expressed the view that the process of consultation preceding the Meeting should be conducted in a more transparent manner.

15. Several speakers drew attention to the problem relating to the election of three non-Contracting Party members to the Steering Committee. If their membership of the MCSD was not renewed at the Meeting of the Contracting Parties to be held in Malta in October, the composition of the Steering Committee would have to be reviewed at that time. The solution would be either to elect the members of the Steering Committee until October, when the Contracting Parties would settle the matter, or to agree that the new MCSD would not take up its functions until a later date. In that connection, one representative suggested that the new Commission, with its new composition, should start work as from the Sixth Meeting, while another representative considered that the Commission could suggest to the Contracting Parties that the mandates of the three non-Contracting Party members of the Steering Committee should be renewed. In that connection it was pointed out that there was a need for both rotation and continuity in the membership of the Commission. Finally it was agreed that the matter would have to be left to the Contracting Parties to decide.

**Agenda item 3: Adoption of the provisional agenda and organization of work**

16. Mr Hoballah informed the participants that in order to assist the Working Groups on Indicators, Tourism and Information to finalize their recommendations, it was planned to set up ad hoc groups, as appropriate, to work outside the plenary sessions.

17. One speaker expressed the hope that such meetings would not be held simultaneously with the plenaries. A representative asked that item 5.5 be taken up during the afternoon session and it was stated that more time would be needed for examination of the strategic review for the year 2000. A speaker considered that the Commission should manage the limited time available to it according to needs: he particularly stressed the necessity of a detailed examination of working methods to ensure that the Commission’s recommendations received proper follow-up.

18. In the light of those comments, the provisional agenda and organization of work were adopted.

**Agenda item 4: Progress report by the Secretariat**

19. Mr Hoballah, introducing document UNEP(OCA)/MED WG.156/3, said that it was based on the results of the very useful Second Meeting of the Steering Committee held in Tunis on 8 and 9 March 1999. The participants had received two reports on that meeting (UNEP(OCA)/MED WG.155/2 and 3), of which the former had taken a critical approach in order to provoke a lively discussion on the subject of methods of work, new subjects and selection criteria. Closer
cooperation with UNCSD had been requested. In that connection, he informed the Meeting that both members of the Secretariat and representatives of the MCSD members had participated in the work of UNCSD and had widely disseminated information on the Commission, as a result of which many requests for further documentation were being received.

20. While fully agreeing with the critical approach to certain aspects of the organization of work a representative stressed the need to highlight as well some of the positive results obtained. While taking due note of this comment, the Coordinator agreed that the tone of the report had been unusual, but the Secretariat had judged it necessary in this case, particularly in view of the concerns expressed during UNGASS (Rio + 5) in relation to the activities of UNCSD. MAP had therefore decided to try to bring out any shortcomings or failings as soon as possible, in order to take remedial action at an early stage. The approach had been a positive one, aimed at promptly identifying any adjustments that might be needed.

21. Another speaker welcomed the new tendency to speak out, but believed that the agenda for the Meeting should have reflected that innovatory approach. An opportunity should have been provided to discuss the philosophy of the MCSD’s work, to find new ways of applying its recommendations through the involvement of civil society, and to explore new methods of work. The Working Groups themselves could reflect on ways of putting their recommendations into effect. In that connection, a speaker considered that it would be necessary to prepare a set of “specifications” setting out the responsibilities and functions of each actor in the Working Groups.

22. The representative of Turkey informed the Meeting that her Government was proposing to set up a Regional Activity Centre for training. A paper was being prepared, including provisions on financing and strategy, for submission to the Meeting of Focal Points to be held in September.

23. The Meeting noted the report contained in document UNEP(OCA)/MED WG.156/3.

Agenda item 5: Activity reports by the Task Managers

5.1 Sustainable development indicators

24. Mr M. Ennabli (Tunisia), joint task manager for the theme with Mr S. Antoine (France), introduced the proposals of the thematic working group (pp. 1-10 of document UNEP(OCA)/MED WG.156/4) and thanked the members of the Group for their constructive work. He emphasized the importance of indicators for sustainable development as a means of monitoring major social, economic and environmental changes in the region and assisting decision-makers in the formulation and implementation of sustainable development policies. The development of these indicators, which had been identified as a medium-term activity by the First Meeting of the MCSD in December 1996, was intended to promote a coherent approach to sustainable development throughout the Mediterranean region, in an initiative which lay within the framework of the Barcelona Convention, the Mediterranean Action Plan and Agenda MED 21.

25. He explained that, from an initial list of almost 250 indicators, a first set of 130 basic indicators had been developed. This common core of indicators took into account the indicators adopted by the UNCSD and the special features of the Mediterranean basin. For 55 of the indicators, the necessary data were available and it should therefore be possible to calculate them in the reasonably short term. However, for the rest of the indicators, further analysis of the availability of the required data would be needed.

26. The Working Group had developed a set of practical proposals for action, subdivided into two sections. The first of these concerned the development of a system of indicators for the Mediterranean region, while the second section consisted of the implementation of the system of indicators by the Contracting Parties. The implementation of the system was intended to help the Contracting Parties, local authorities and economic actors to measure the results of their
efforts and prepare future action, as well as to improve multilateral cooperation in the region and
guide the future work of the MCSD. An important feature of the proposals for action would be the
preparation of a report on sustainable development in the region every five years, starting in 2002.
The Contracting Parties would also be invited to provide MAP with national reports prepared for
the UNCSD, establish national environment and development observatories and develop action
programmes, with emphasis on training, to build national capacities in the relevant areas.

27. Turning to the table of proposed indicators, he emphasized that they consisted of
preliminary indicators which needed to be refined and confirmed. They had been submitted at
the present time so that the Contracting Parties could take action as soon as possible on their
implementation. Unnecessary delay should be avoided so that governments could make
progress towards the achievement of sustainable development.

28. Mr Antoine paid tribute to the other partners, such as OECD, EUROSTAT, UNEP, EEA
and the UNCSD, which had been associated with the activities of the Working Group. He also
thanked Slovenia and Tunisia for testing the implementation of the indicators. He emphasized
the importance of indicators for sustainable development for the Mediterranean region which,
unlike groups of States such as the European Union, did not yet have the necessary structures
in place for the compilation of information on sustainable development. Although the proposed
indicators would need further refinement, he urged rapid action by the States in the region on this
important issue.

29. In a broad-ranging discussion, all the speakers commended the Working Group on its
concrete proposals and emphasized the importance of indicators for sustainable development
for the Mediterranean region. By way of illustration, it was recalled that the development of such
indicators at the level of the OECD had played a major role in promoting the integration of
environmental factors into other policy areas. The proposals made by the Working Group
therefore constituted a good starting point. However, it was extremely difficult to formulate
mature indicators for sustainable development and further refinement would undoubtedly be
needed.

30. In this connection, several speakers emphasized the need to ensure that the indicators
did not merely reproduce existing national statistics, particularly on environmental issues.
Indicators for sustainable development would only offer their true added value if they fully
combined social, economic and environmental factors, including such aspects as employment
and health. Further refinement would also be required for the indicators relating to water, which
currently gave too much emphasis to water quality, particularly of drinking water, but tended to
ignore the issue of the availability of water for such essential activities as agriculture. Indicators
for information, awareness and participation should also be developed.

31. Several speakers also called for more work to be carried out on the proposals for action.
The distinction made by the Working Group between the development of indicators and their
implementation was not entirely valid, particularly with regard to capacity-building activities.
Further refinements would therefore be needed to develop a dynamic and concise proposal for
consideration by the next meeting of the Contracting Parties in October 1999.

32. A number of speakers raised the question of the availability of the national data required
for the compilation of the proposed indicators for sustainable development. More work would be
required to identify the indicators for which data could be obtained in the near future and to
assess the comparability of the data. Several speakers also warned that capacities for the
compilation of the required data varied widely between industrialized and developing countries.
Care should therefore be taken to develop indicators for which data could be produced by
countries at all levels of development.
33. The MCSD was informed in this connection that Turkey was establishing an environment and development observatory, which would greatly contribute to national efforts to achieve sustainable development, as well as increasing its capacity to collaborate with partners in other countries. Morocco was taking steps to establish a national database on sustainable development, which would be built up in collaboration with civil society giving due consideration to the recommendations of the MCSD. However, many speakers called for increased cooperation and assistance to build capacity at the national level and develop networking arrangements among the competent national institutions. The representative of the Blue Plan noted, in this respect, that a meeting of representatives of national observatories would be held in Tunisia in November with the very important objective of promoting networking in this field. He added that the indicators proposed by the Working Group had already been validated in Slovenia and Tunisia and that similar processes were now being undertaken in other countries in the context of capacity-building activities, including Morocco. Moreover, he informed the MCSD that the European Commission had recently entrusted Blue Plan with the implementation of an important project on environmental statistics in the Mediterranean region (MEDSTAT) for the next three years.

34. The members of the MCSD emphasized that, although the proposed indicators were by no means perfect, there came a moment when action had to be taken. The proposals of the Working Group should therefore be submitted to the Contracting Parties and, once approved, should be integrated into the programme of work of MAP. Although little regular budget funding was currently available, donors should be sought for a substantial project in this important area. A mechanism should also be developed so that the MCSD could continue its work in this field.

35. Responding to the discussion, the joint task managers welcomed the many constructive suggestions that had been made, particularly for the further refinement of the proposed indicators and proposals for action. Mr Ennabli re-emphasized the dynamic nature of the process of developing indicators “for” rather than “of” sustainable development and their vital role in promoting the adoption of integrated economic, social and environmental policies. He added that the Blue Plan was proposing to develop a glossary which would provide clear definitions of the various indicators and the methods to be followed for their compilation. A preliminary set of papers had already been produced for certain indicators which gave an idea of the possible form of the final results. He reassured those who had expressed concern about the capacity of developing countries to produce the necessary data and emphasized that this would be on a voluntary basis. Both joint task managers stressed the importance of encouraging the Contracting Parties to take action rapidly and of disseminating information on the indicators as widely as possible, for example on the MAP website.

36. The proposals for action on this theme were revised, in consultation with the members of the MCSD, to take into account the comments made during the discussion. It was agreed that the revised proposals for action would be submitted to the next meeting of the Contracting Parties in October 1999. The revised proposals for action are contained in Annex II.

5.2 Tourism and sustainable development

37. Mr G. Giourgas (EOAEN), joint task manager for this theme with Ms A. Rambla Gil (Spain), introducing the recommendations and proposals for action on the theme (pp. 11-17 of document UNEP(OCA)/MED WG.156/4), emphasized the difficulties involved in developing coherent conclusions and proposals on such a vast subject as tourism, which was integral to life and culture in the Mediterranean basin and involved not only considerations of space and time, but also of human presence. The Working Group had endeavoured to develop innovative proposals which offered clear added value for this essential social phenomenon, in which it was so difficult to promote effective change. However, only a limited number of responses to the questionnaire had been received.
38. The complexity of tourism included the dangers of what was, in many cases, a sort of monoculture which could be very fragile, particularly in the event of crises such as conflicts and epidemics. In general, tourists themselves exerted a certain pressure for environmental improvement when they demanded satisfying tourist destinations. However, the situation with regard to tourism varied widely in Mediterranean countries, in terms of both its importance and the effectiveness of the policies adopted. In all cases, continued efforts needed to be made, particularly through training and the exchange of information, to improve capacities and awareness of how a sustainable development dimension could be integrated into the tourist industry. This was particularly important in the case of small island economies, which consisted of isolated micro-societies for whom the sustainable development of tourism was vital for their economic and social development, and even their human survival.

39. One of the main concerns in developing the proposals for action had been that it was impossible to promote the sustainable development of tourism in a situation which was tantamount to anarchy. The inadequacy of the existing policy, institutional, legislative and technical framework was noted. Many measures could be taken to develop this framework, including the establishment of observatories covering the impact of tourism, the promotion of quality initiatives and environmental management systems, the establishment of networks of tourist professionals, the development of pilot tourist destinations and efforts to extend the tourist season all year round. A number of specific tools had been proposed to achieve the appropriate objectives, including the publication of a white paper on tourism and sustainable development in the Mediterranean, the development of guidelines on good environmental practices in the tourist sector and the establishment of financial mechanisms through which the sector could contribute to various initiatives and projects in this field.

40. The members of the MCSD welcomed the valuable work which had been achieved by the Working Group and expressed understanding that many different points of view had had to be taken into account. However, several speakers noted that environmental considerations, in particular with regard to the coastal and marine environment deserved more attention. The proposals, while constituting a good starting point, would therefore need further refinement with a view to placing greater emphasis on the integration of environmental and sustainable development issues into the framework of tourism. The proposals should also take into account the action which could be taken to promote specialized forms of tourism, such as cultural and environmental tourism, leisure activities, as well as national tourism, in addition to more conventional forms of international tourism. Moreover further work would be required to develop a more concise proposal for submission to the Contracting Parties.

41. Many speakers emphasized the great importance of tourism in the life and economies of Mediterranean countries. The tourist industry had a major impact on the Mediterranean environment, which meant that any effective action to improve the environment and promote sustainable development in the region needed to involve the industry very closely. However, tourism was a very complex industry, involving a multitude of actors, including those who were directly concerned with the industry, such as tour operators, hotels and restaurants, as well as their suppliers, other economic actors in adjacent areas and the public authorities at all levels. This complexity made it very difficult to bring together all the actors involved for the development of the global and integrated vision which was required to achieve a sustainable tourism sector. However, voluntary initiatives and self-control schemes offered potential for progress. For example, UNEP/TIED had been involved in a recent initiative bringing together a number of tour operators to analyse how voluntary schemes could be organized. Standardization projects, such as ISO 14000 could also be valuable, although emphasis needed to be placed on building the necessary capacity during their implementation in developing countries. When the proposals for action were reviewed, greater importance should be given to these aspects.

42. Several speakers emphasized the importance of directing action not only towards
Mediterranean countries, but also the countries of origin of tourists. Any serious improvement in the environmental performance of the tourist industry in the region would need to be demanded, in the sense that tourists would need to be made aware of the attitude and practices which needed to be adopted to promote the sustainable development of tourist destinations. They should not expect to be able to maintain the same levels of consumption, for example of water, as in their own countries. Reference was made to a number of initiatives which had been taken in this sense, including the preparation of a brochure for tourists to increase their awareness and involve them more fully in efforts to promote a more sustainable tourist industry. Tour operators which were based in the countries of origin of tourists also needed to be involved more closely in the related activities and should contribute more substantially to the balanced and sustainable development of tourist destinations.

43. Reference was also made to the importance of ensuring that the principles of sustainable development were fully taken into account by all the actors involved in the development and implementation of policies for land-use and development planning. In many tourist locations, holiday homes were built without any planning, or in avoidance of the relevant rules. It was particularly important in this respect, when developing new tourist destinations, both in developing countries and in hitherto undeveloped areas of industrialized countries, to make sure that the mistakes of the past were not repeated.

44. Many speakers focused on the need to promote further networking and exchanges of information, including between the competent bodies at the national level and NGOs active in the field. It was noted in this respect that the Coordinating Unit did not have sufficient resources to play an active role in managing and developing such networks. It should therefore fulfill the function of a facilitator to encourage the process. In this connection, care should be taken to build on the work carried out by other bodies. This included the recent meeting organized in Lanzarote by UNEP and the World Tourism Organization as a follow-up to the Barbados Conference to bring together representatives of small developing island States and other islands; the conclusions of the International Congress on Sustainable Tourism in the Mediterranean, organized by MED Forum in October 1998; and guidelines with the necessary added value adopted in the Mediterranean context, such as codes of good conduct. In addition, the report of the Working Group should be communicated to the Euro-Mediterranean Forum on Tourism.

45. A few speakers welcomed the proposal to study the feasibility of setting up a Mediterranean support mechanism for sustainable development objectives in the tourist industry. It was noted that structures bringing together professionals in the tourist industry had been developed in other regions, such as the Caribbean, but not in the Mediterranean. However, it was also recalled that very careful consideration needed to be given to the real purposes and functions of any proposed new bodies or funds before any practical steps were taken for their establishment.

46. In view of the time which would be required to substantially review the proposed conclusions and recommendations to take into account the comments made during the discussion, the MCSD decided to entrust the Coordinating Unit and the two task managers, with the support of the Centres concerned, with the responsibility for adapting them to the comments which had been made. The revised texts would be sent out to all the members of the MCSD towards the end of September and they would be given two weeks to make any further comments that they considered necessary. The Meeting was informed that a working session would be held on 22 and 23 August 1999 so comments should be sent to the Coordinating Unit by the end of July at the latest. In this way, a substantive proposal could be submitted to the meeting of the Contracting Parties, which could then decide on the action to be taken to follow it up.
5.3 Information, awareness, environmental education and participation

47. Mr M. Scoullos (MIO-ECSDE), joint task manager for the theme, introduced the progress report on the Group’s work and the proposed recommendations for the Contracting Parties (pp. 18-26 of document UNEP(OCA)/MED.WG.156/4), together with a background document produced using mainly MIO-ECSDE resources.

48. The background document analysed the present situation of information, awareness and public participation, and reviewed the role played by other partners in the dialogue.

49. Part A showed that, despite the fact that a high percentage of the public was worried about global environmental threats and thought that they should be tackled urgently, their perception of ways in which they could help to protect the environment was somewhat simplistic. The concept of sustainability was also very poorly understood. Environmental organizations were seen as the most trustworthy source of information on the state of the environment, whereas the public authorities appeared much further down the scale, highlighting a lack of confidence in the authorities, a trend that had to be reversed. The cost/benefit ratio of spending on information and education did not follow a linear progression: a large amount had to be invested initially in education and raising awareness before progress could be seen, but subsequently similar results could be achieved by spending smaller amounts. In most Mediterranean countries, the initial spending level had almost been reached so only a little more effort was needed before substantial progress could be made.

50. Part B of the background document described Mediterranean specificities and contained a review of the issues identified by major NGO conferences. It was interesting to note that the topics deemed most critical were, in order of importance, water, soil erosion, forest fires and waste, followed by pollution, biodiversity, and climate change.

51. The review of legal provisions in Part C was not yet complete, but the Aarhus Convention provided a comprehensive legislative framework.

52. One positive development noted in the document was the number of thriving environmental education programmes and the MCSD could do much to strengthen them still further.

53. Turning to proposed recommendations, he said that although the main task entrusted to the Working Group had been completed, it had to be made clear that the work should be pursued because the subject was both an important component of the work of the other Groups and a crucial element in itself.

54. During the ensuing discussion, the participants congratulated the Working Group on the quality of its work. One speaker underlined the importance of reviewing and adopting the approach to the issue of information, communication, education and participation. In order to be effective, it was suggested that awareness-raising techniques be adapted to gender and age and that environmental educators be given at least one month’s training in how to put over their message. Existing structures that were familiar with local languages and customs should be used, rather than MAP, for the dissemination of the environmental message at the local level.

55. Some participants drew attention to the important role played by information and communication in promoting the ratification and implementation of the Barcelona Convention and its Protocols. Dissemination, using appropriate techniques, should be through the Focal Points and should take place before considering application of the Aarhus Convention. Several participants considered that the Working Group’s recommendations should be implemented by the MAP Focal Points, taken into account by MAP in its work, and incorporated into the work of the MCSD thematic groups.
56. Several participants considered that four or five practical recommendations should be
singled out for submission to the Contracting Parties. The other proposals could be taken into
account for the MAP information strategy to be submitted to the next Meeting of the Contracting
Parties.

57. The Coordinator recalled that pressure from the public and NGOs had been instrumental
in the elaboration and adoption of environmental policies. Environmental education and
information were vital and could help to resolve problems with minimum expenditure.

58. Mr Scoullos (MIO-ECSDE) pointed out that the recommendations were intended to be
a framework for the necessary legal and institutional provisions for enhancing mobilization and
participation, which could not be done through just a few small concrete recommendations. The
proposals could perhaps be divided into two lists so as to provide the Contracting Parties both
with the framework suggested by the Working Group and with a small number of practical
recommendations while at the same time keeping in mind the general picture. He explained that
the reason why certain issues continued to appear was the need to remind people that they were
still pending and had not yet been resolved.

59. Finally, the task managers were asked to consult with concerned colleagues and identify
four or five concrete recommendations for submission to the Contracting Parties, taking into
account the views expressed during the meeting and these are attached as Annex III.

5.4 Free trade and environment

60. Mr R. Salman (Lebanon), task manager for the theme, introduced the proposed
programme of work (pp. 27-33 of document UNEP(OCA)/MED WG/156/4), underlining the
particularly complex nature of the issue and the fact that the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership
was a special factor to be taken into consideration in this respect. The Working Group proposed that
the key sectors to be analysed should be agriculture, industry, and consumption patterns, taking
into account national studies as well as sectoral studies at the national and regional levels.
Comparative studies to be carried out in certain Mediterranean countries and retrospective
studies of other free trade zones would lead to a better understanding of the impact of
environmental policies on free trade in the region and of the legal, institutional, economic and
technical factors affecting the balance between free trade and the environment in the
Mediterranean. They would also provide data, facilitate decision-making and ensure that the
issue was included in the sustainable development agendas of the countries concerned.

61. After describing the case study for Lebanon, he outlined the proposal for an action plan.
During Phase I, from July 1999 to June 2000, the future European Union study envisaged by the
European Union might contribute towards increasing knowledge of free trade and environment
policies in the 12 non-Community Euro-Mediterranean partners. The research axis to be
elaborated by each Mediterranean country according to its specificity would be defined and the
practical lessons to be learned from other regional and national experiences would be drawn.
The information spectrum would be extended to cover the whole Mediterranean through data
collection, compilation and analysis. It was also proposed that a Mediterranean workshop on free
trade, environment and sustainable development be held. The initial results of the work and
proposed guidelines would be submitted to the next MCSD meeting.

62. In the course of Phase II, from June 2000 to June 2001, all the agreements entered into
by Mediterranean countries would be assessed in terms of local and regional policies. Proposals
on financial mechanisms, economic instruments and public policies to enhance the balance
between free trade and the environment would be developed and practical recommendations
would be prepared for Mediterranean decision- and policy-makers. In order to reinforce the
synergy between free trade and sustainable development, the capacities of Mediterranean countries would have to be strengthened. The Working Group’s observations, findings and proposals would be put before the seventh meeting of the MCSD.

63. Some activities would be ongoing in both phases, for example, collaboration with other similar initiatives, the exchange of experience, the identification of available mechanisms and funds, the involvement of all Mediterranean countries as well as relevant actors and policymakers, and broad dialogue and consultation between the public and private sectors.

64. The difficulty of gathering standardized homogeneous data for the purposes of comparison, time constraints and the availability of funds were potential problems that might affect the Group’s work. Lastly, networking and involving all the actors were two of the factors that would determine the success of the programme.

65. During the ensuing discussion, the participants congratulated the Working Group on the quality of its work. Several participants drew attention to the scale of the task before the Group and wondered whether it would be able to carry out such an ambitious programme. The Group was urged to collect information on the environmental impact of other free trade areas and it was pointed out that any free trade model that did not take into account Mediterranean specificities was doomed to failure and might even have a negative impact. The work being done in other international organizations on trade and environment, for example, the work within the WTO on the effects of environmental measures on trade, should be reviewed.

66. One participant noted the absence of a social dimension in the proposed programme of work and expressed the view that services should be included in the programme of study in place of consumption patterns and that the effect of the single European currency on trade should be added. Other participants warned against an excessively broad approach and recalled that some of the subjects were already being dealt with elsewhere.

67. Another representative conveyed his concern that environmental and cultural aspects had been neglected in the financial components of the association agreements concluded between the European Union and the members of the future Mediterranean Free Trade Area. The Contracting Parties, and particularly their ministries of finance, should be urged to call for the involvement of ministries of environment and culture, as well as representatives of civil society, in the discussion and conclusion of agreements on financial mechanisms. The Working Group was also encouraged to include more countries among its members because they were ultimately responsible for elaborating trade policies.

68. The representative of METAP, which had also provided support to the task manager, explained the methodology followed in conducting case studies on several Mediterranean countries. The impact of free trade was felt in two stages: in the first place, environmental regulations had an impact on the price of exports, but subsequently the effects were felt by imports, so competitiveness within southern Mediterranean countries could be affected.

69. The representative of CAMRE/LAS informed the MCSD that the General Secretariat of the LAS was planning to hold an Arab Regional Seminar on “Trade and Environment” from 5-7 September 1999 in cooperation with the Egyptian Agency for Environmental Affairs, UNEP and CEDARE.

70. The Commission endorsed the programme of work proposed by the Working Group and expressed the wish that it would be given priority by the Sixth Meeting of the MCSD.

5.5 Industry and sustainable development
71. Mr G. Guerrieri (Italy), joint task manager for this theme with Mr M. Si Youcef (Algeria), surveyed the Group’s work since the Fourth Meeting of the MCSD, drawing particular attention to the use made of external experts (pp. 34-38 of document UNEP(OCA)/MED WG.156/4). The overall objective had been to analyse the implications of the entry into force of the revised LBS Protocol and its Strategic Action Programme (SAP) in the context of sustainable development. The Group’s aims had been highly practical, with special attention being given to identifying concrete action to stimulate governments and local authorities to launch policies that would encourage domestic enterprises and competitiveness. A second aim had consisted in identifying motivations for small and medium-sized enterprises to invest in re-organizing their production methods so as to be in line with the requirements of the LBS Protocol and the SAP. The Group attached great importance to industry outreach, the exchange of information and capacity-building for “actors for improvement”. He drew the Meeting’s attention to the report of the Workshop on Industry and Sustainable Development held in Massa on 14 and 15 May 1999.

72. Referring to the Work Plan, he pointed out that under each proposed activity the participants would find a project manager, project partners, the expected output and a timetable. He proceeded to outline the various projects contained in the report, expressing his confidence that all documents and activities relating to specific issues would be presented as draft projects at the proposed date by the project managers to the task managers and then sent to the members of the Thematic Group for final approval and implementation during the coming biennium. After inviting the Meeting to endorse the Work Plan, he stated that a further consultation meeting might be needed to finalize all the tasks and hoped that funding could be found for it either in the MAP budget or from extra-budgetary sources.

73. The representative of CP/RAC said that the Work Plan should refer to the promotion of cleaner production itself, not just to the promotion of the International Declaration on Cleaner Production, and offered to share CP/RAC’s experience on the issue. Moreover, he offered the CP/RAC experience for training activities in cooperation with UNIDO/ICS.

74. The representative of UNEP/TIED offered her organization’s continued cooperation in developing specific activities for the Mediterranean. She was pleased to note the International Declaration on Cleaner Production, but pointed out that signing it was a first step only; it had to be implemented in practice. In that connection, she referred to the need to educate professionals in small and medium-sized enterprises.

75. The representative of the Italian National Environmental Protection Agency drew attention to a second version of the report on cleaner production in the Mediterranean and said that a final version would be presented to the international seminar that would be organized with UNEP/TIED and ECOMED and would be held at the end of 1999. In this connection, she called for a reinforcement of collaboration with CP/RAC, also taking into account the possibility of bilateral agreement.

76. In the course of the discussion, all speakers congratulated the joint task manager on the detailed and practical proposals he had presented. Some questions were raised concerning the cost of the proposed activities, and in particular the financing of those carried out by CP/RAC under a budget provided by Spain. Several representatives drew attention to the importance of encouraging small and medium-sized enterprises. A participant stressed the need to examine the whole question of industry and sustainable development in the Euro-Mediterranean context, as well as to pay particular attention to the social implications. With reference to the proposed training workshop for managers of large industrial zones, a participant suggested that the focus should also be on individual small and medium-sized enterprises that were not incorporated in large zones, which was generally the case throughout the Mediterranean area.

77. Mr S. Civili, MEDPOL Coordinator, referring to the financing of the proposed activities,
said that where MEDPOL was concerned, funds were available under the current budget, and he believed that this was also the case with regard to UNIDO and CP/RAC. As far as small and medium-sized industries were concerned, the Massa workshop had felt that they might be the relevant issue in the future. He pointed out that the term “large industrial zones” referred normally to large areas grouping several small enterprises under a single environmental management.

78. Mr Guerrieri recalled that it was necessary for small and medium-sized enterprises to be fully aware of the benefits of eco-efficiencies and the proactive approach to making environmental improvements. It was generally recognized that the larger chemical industry groups had made significant contributions to reducing emissions and pollutants through a mixture of regulatory and voluntary instruments and measures. In that sense, it was important to have the cooperation of CEFIC/EUROCHLOR, whose members were already engaged in voluntary initiatives as “responsible care”, which also involved smaller companies.

79. Special attention had been given to the formulation of activities, taking care to avoid additional costs. The proposed activities were designed to fit as far as possible into existing programmes for which budgets were already available. If for any reason shortfalls should occur, alternative funding would be sought.

80. The MCSD agreed that there was a broad consensus in favour of pursuing the various practical activities set forth in the Work Plan, but in close cooperation with partners such as UNEP/TIED and professional associations, with a view to submitting the results to the Sixth Meeting of the MCSD.

5.6 Management of urban development

81. Mr J. Parpal (MEDCITIES), joint task manager for the theme, introduced the proposed programme of work (pp. 39-42 of document UNEP(OCA)/MED WG/156/4), for which a large part of the financial resources had been committed by Contracting Parties or international institutions. The Group had decided to evaluate the present situation in order to identify the set of issues that would serve as a framework for the preparation of recommendations to the Contracting Parties. It had also decided to prepare a methodology and a programme and to identify the methods of implementing them. As could be seen in the report, three meetings had already been held. At the initial experts’ meeting held in Seville, it had been decided to focus on the general and sectoral aspects, and ways of promoting cooperation in training, exchange of experience, best practices, and indicators inter alia. The agenda and documents for the first expert meeting held in Split were listed in the report. This meeting had concluded that, bearing in mind the economic and institutional capacity constraints, rapid urban growth could cause functional imbalances that were often extremely serious and had an impact on natural resources, economies and living standards in cities.

82. The Working Group proposed three axes for its programme: firstly, institutional strengthening of local authorities, particularly as regards the supply of services, urban planning and upkeep, and participation; secondly, various sources of financing for cities; lastly, the exchange of experience and cooperation.

83. Mr Antoine, at the request of Mr Parpal, informed the Commission that at the First meeting held in Split with PAP/RAC a number of alternatives had been suggested for the types of action to be proposed. He further indicted that some 70 cities could set up an observation network for topics in which they had the necessary capacity and for exchanges of data and experience, notably relating to good practice.

84. One participant underlined the need to involve all actors with urban development-related responsibilities or tasks and encouraged the Working Group to strengthen collaboration with the
other Groups.

85. Ms Mourmouris (European Commission) said that the European Union already had a communication on the issue and was at an advanced stage of preparing a manual for urban development and it was willing to share its experience with others. She added that the subject was so vast that the Working Group would have to focus on certain action-oriented aspects. She also requested the Group to ensure that the questionnaire it proposed to send called for information that the recipient was able to provide and that was relevant to the outcome sought.

86. Mr Parpal (MEDCITIES), responding to a question on the cities to be studied, said that it was proposed to study large cities, medium-sized cities that were rapidly expanding, and hot spots. The number would be limited by financial constraints.

87. The representative of ERS/RAC informed the meeting that the Centre was monitoring expansion of cities in Europe and offered its support to the Working Group.

88. The Commission endorsed the programme of work proposed by the Working Group.

**Agenda item 6: Method of work and follow-up of recommendations**

89. The Coordinator, introducing the Steering Committee’s conclusions on method of work and follow-up of recommendations contained in Annex 1 to document UNEP(OCA)MED WG.156/3, said that the Steering Committee had called for further progress in three areas: the clearer identification and preparation of themes, improved planning of activities by objectives and better implementation and follow-up of recommendations. He pointed out that after three years of practical experience, more time was now available for the preparation of themes on the basis of added value and Mediterranean specificity. The task managers should state the main objectives of the activities and think in terms of execution and valorization, i.e. they should adopt an operational approach to implementation.

90. Some themes might lend themselves to strategic action programmes and it was also suggested that the Secretariat could help to propose ways in which the Contracting Parties might implement the recommendations. In addition, the Secretariat and the regional centres could develop the use of demonstration programmes. Lastly, it was suggested that greater visibility could be ensured by circulating information by all appropriate means.

91. Moreover, it would be important to take into account in MAP’s budget actions and recommendations adopted by the Contracting Parties following proposals by the MCSD and to contribute as far as possible to their implementations.

92. While appreciating the quality of the Steering Committee’s proposals, and bearing in mind the need to remain strictly within the mandate of the MCSD as an advisory body and also to avoid any confusion concerning roles, the participants agreed on the need to take into consideration the following points in relation to the three areas referred to above:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>the proposers of new themes should make a thorough study of the available information, identify the possible value added, assess what results were to be expected and review the potential for funding;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>a few themes, although not necessarily such a large set as when the MCSD had commenced its activities, should be selected and allowed to “mature” for one or two years before being taken up;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>themes should be selected in the light of the concrete results they were expected to deliver;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
for the sake of the credibility and visibility of the MCSD, the products of its activities needed to be concrete and promote new initiatives;

more emphasis should be placed on the social dimension;

smaller ad hoc groups could be set up for a limited period of time to deal with specific issues;

follow-up measures should be envisaged by the Contracting Parties when adopting proposals for action and recommendations put forward by the MCSD;

It was suggested in this connection that the Contracting Parties should adopt a system of reports on implementation and that these should be communicated to the MCSD;

there should be more systematic contacts with other bodies and more regular progress reports;

communication with the Contracting Parties and other partners should be improved, for example by use of the Internet and by drawing up an information and communication strategy, to ensure that the MCSD’s activities benefited from a multiplier effect;

rather than strategic action programmes, a pilot-project approach should be adopted.
Agenda item 7: New subjects and selection criteria

93. The Commission considered the criteria for the selection of new themes for its programme of work over the next two or three biennia on the basis of the information and matrix for new themes set out in Annex II of document UNEP(OCA)/MED WG. 156/3. Mr Hoballah explained that the limited responses to the questionnaire had shown that three of the proposed themes had received most support from those responding. These were local management and sustainable development; consumption patterns and waste management; and agriculture and rural development.

94. In the discussion on this issue, certain speakers expressed a preference for choosing one or more themes immediately so that preparations for work on them could begin in the near future. However, it was also pointed out that the MCSD still had a heavy workload for the next year or two with the themes on which it was continuing to work and the strategic review for the year 2000. Moreover, several speakers expressed interest in the other four themes on the matrix and the possibility was evoked of important new themes emerging in the next year or two. At the proposal of the Secretariat, it was therefore agreed that the Coordinating Unit would evaluate the feasibility of the seven proposed new themes, laying stress on waste and agricultural and rural development in order to assess for each of them the value added which could be expected from the MCSD and the work currently being carried out on each subject by other bodies. Three additional themes would also be covered by this preliminary appraisal namely natural disasters, poverty alleviation and international cooperation for sustainable development, on the understanding that new themes might emerge from the strategic review for the year 2000. The Coordinating Unit would enlist the help of the members of the Commission in carrying out the feasibility studies. It was noted in this respect that CREE had offered its assistance for the agriculture and rural development theme and WWF for the sustainable management of maritime natural resources, as well as for the desertification and deforestation aspects of agriculture and rural development. The purpose of this appraisal phase was to guide the selection of themes at the Sixth Meeting of the MCSD.

Agenda item 8: Strategic review for the year 2000

95. The Coordinator recalled, that pursuant to the Commission’s terms of reference, it was proposed to undertake a four-year strategic review of the implementation of the principles of the Agenda MED 21 programme by members and observers of the MCSD.

96. Mr. Hoballah, introducing the draft terms of reference for the strategic review for the year 2000 contained in Annex IV to document UNEP(OCA)/MED WG.156/3, began by pointing out that the review was not concerned with the state of the Mediterranean environment, but with an assessment of the actions taken by all the partners concerned; it would cover such factors as decision-making, capacities and governance. The review would not be limited to the activities of MAP and the MCSD, but would briefly assess the work of other partners, including the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership, METAP and CEDARE, as well as civil society. The review would be carried out at several levels: the Euro-Mediterranean level; the regional level, where MAP was the largest component, with an assessment of MAP II actions and MCSD activities; the national level, with an assessment of legal and regulatory reforms undertaken by governments and of the participation of the Contracting Parties in Mediterranean programmes; the local level, under Local Agenda 21 activities; and lastly the level of civil society and NGOs.

97. The Chairperson indicated that the underlying objective of the strategic review was to explore the sense of commitment of all partners at the local, national and regional levels, thus creating a whole new impetus. Her own country, in which the preparatory work for the MCSD had been initiated, had high hopes of the exercise and appealed to all participants to do their utmost to make the review a success.
98. In the ensuing discussion, strong support was expressed for the strategic review and the Tunisian Government was commended for its initiative. One representative considered that the review would constitute a high point in the work of MAP by offering an opportunity to all partners to reconfirm their commitment to a shared vision and brighter future for the Mediterranean. Another participant referred to the need for a new impulse and considered that the choice of the year 2000 was of great symbolic value. The representative of Tunisia, after recalling that his country was to host the next meeting of the MCSD, believed that the symbolic year 2000, five years after the adoption of Agenda MED 21, was an excellent occasion for a strategic review and appealed for a strong ministerial segment. Tunisia firmly intended to make every possible effort to ensure the success of the Sixth Meeting, which would be held in November 2000, to give more time for the preparation of this important strategic review.

99. The Meeting agreed on the following methodology:

1. The Working Group composed of Tunisia and Greece for the Contracting Parties and the City of Rome, EOAEN and MIO-ECSDE for the three categories would be responsible for:
   
   a) preparing a model of the report to be provided by members and observers of the MCSD (see 2. below);
   
   b) collecting and summarizing the reports provided;
   
   c) circulating a preliminary synoptic report to members and observers of the MCSD two months before its Sixth Meeting;

2. Preparation by the members and observers of the MCSD of the report on the methods of implementing the principles of the Agenda MED 21 programme in their respective fields of competence.

3. In view of the timetable and methodology selected, the Secretariat would propose a draft budget to the Contracting Parties in Malta within the framework of the 2000-2001 programme budget.

The Contracting Parties were invited insofar as they were able to contribute to the financing of this exercise on a voluntary basis.

100. Taking into account the comments expressed during the discussions the President concluded that it has been agreed to finalize the “Strategic Review” in the year 2000, and to address potential donors a recommendation concerning funding in order to allow the elaboration of a consistent and detailed report.

Agenda item 9: Cooperation and fund raising

101. Due to lack of time, there was no discussion under this agenda item.

Agenda item 10: Sixth meeting of the MCSD

102. Tunisia confirmed its offer to host the Sixth Meeting of the MCSD to be held in
November 2000. In this connection, it was proposed to organize a meeting of the Steering Committee before the end of 1999 to make preparations for the next Meeting of the Commission, in particular its budget and the follow-up to ongoing activities, including the preparation of the strategic review and the outcome of the Meeting of the Contracting Parties in Malta.

**Agenda item 11: Any other matters**

103. There was no discussion under this agenda item.

**Agenda item 12: Adoption of the meeting’s report**

104. The Meeting adopted the report prepared by the Secretariat after making a number of amendments.

**Agenda item 13: Closure of the meeting**

105. The Chairperson expressed her deep satisfaction at the quality and nature of the work carried out by the Meeting and, after the customary exchange of courtesies, declared the Meeting closed at 14.00 hours on Saturday, 3 July 1999.
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INDICATORS FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN THE MEDITERRANEAN

Proposals

The Contracting Parties to the Barcelona Convention, with the support of actors from civil society, are invited to set up on a voluntary basis a Mediterranean system of indicators for sustainable development for use by:

- Mediterranean riparian States;
- Actors in multilateral co-operation in the region;
- Actors from civil society (local authorities, companies, associations, …).

1. **Adoption of a common set of indicators:** A first set of 130 basic indicators (of which 55 are more easy to calculate in view of the relevance and availability of data for an adequate number of countries) would be submitted to the Contracting Parties. Each country would compile them, where possible and on a voluntary basis, for the purposes of work at the Mediterranean level. This list may be changed in accordance with tests carried out in the countries, and in accordance with guidance and requirements expressed by the Mediterranean Commission on Sustainable Development.

2. **Complementary indicators:** The indicators selected in the common core set cannot alone make up an adequate framework for an in-depth examination of various subjects and for work on sustainable development policies on special fields or territories. MAP, the States and local authorities will endeavour to propose, test and record complementary pressure, state and response indicators.

3. **Harmonization and dissemination of indicators to facilitate work at the national level:** MAP will create a “glossary” which sets out definitions and the methods for drawing up indicators. MAP will also keep an up-to-date dossier illustrating all selected indicators, including a table of trends by country and at regional level from 1960 onwards with graphical illustrations, in addition to comments on difficulties in collection and possible interpretations. MAP will disseminate this work on the Internet.

4. **Mediterranean report:** The Contracting Parties are invited to contribute effectively to the production and publication by MAP of a report on sustainable development in the Mediterranean. The first report shall be drawn up in the year 2002. This report will be based in particular on indicators for sustainable development.

It will show the unity and diversity of situations in the region, current efforts towards sustainable development, difficulties encountered, good practices, etc. It will be submitted by the MAP to the Contracting Parties and the MCSD.

5. **National reports:** States are invited to supply MAP with the national reports prepared for the United Nations Commission for Sustainable Development, and to facilitate comparative studies on Mediterranean issues undertaken by Blue Plan (series of Mediterranean Country Profiles).

---

1To be specified.
These national summaries will indicate result-based goals in the medium and long term, which are clearly stated and adopted by States, as well as examples of good practice.

6. **Capacity Building:** The Contracting Parties are invited: to mobilize national statistical institutions and instruct environment and development observatories, or equivalent agencies, to monitor and enhance indicators at the national level; and to develop them into preferential links at the Mediterranean level.

They are invited to develop appropriate programmes, possibly with regional financial support, to build their capacities:

- to promote the use of indicators for sustainable development;
- to harmonize environmental and socio-economic statistics; and
- to ensure coordination with all the institutions concerned

7. **Follow up:** MAP will follow up this work through the activities centres, and particularly the Blue Plan. It will supplement the work with new activities to examine specific themes in greater depth in collaboration with other competent national and international organizations. The MCSD will follow the work and, where necessary, will call on the task managers, who may propose the holding of the appropriate meetings.
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INFORMATION, PUBLIC AWARENESS, ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AND PARTICIPATION

Proposals

(a) Framework conditions

C The strengthening of the role of civil society requires the urgent and systematic review, amendment and revision of national and local legal and institutional frameworks in most of the Mediterranean countries.

C The members concerned took note of the principles of the Aarhus Convention (1998);

C Regional and local authorities, NGOs and other civil society organizations must be encouraged and supported. “Dialogue fora” should be promoted and participatory schemes with active involvement of NGOs should be introduced and/or enhanced. Such schemes may include the participation of NGOs in EIA procedures and in specific projects such as biotopes management, training, monitoring, etc. as well as in sustainability plans through Local Agendas 21 and similar initiatives. Funding provision for such activities should be included in the budget.

Public Awareness, information, participation and mobilization for the environment and sustainability, need to start at an early stage. Therefore relevant issues should be introduced in the curricula of schools and adequate time provision should be made; educators should be trained appropriately; suitable pedagogical material should be produced and disseminated; the media and the Internet could be used by establishing sites on education for the environment and sustainability, with links to other sites.

(b) Specific actions proposed:

C A number of the specific actions recommended by the Thematic Group are closely linked with the planned MAP information and communication policy and the MAP Secretariat should, therefore, be encouraged to utilize the input of the Thematic Group, as appropriate.

Information:

1. A reliable cost assessment of the needed additional capital investment for infrastructure as well as for running costs etc. for the achievement of comparable, reliable information throughout the Mediterranean.

2. A 2-year state-of-the-art exhibition, held in each Mediterranean country in the national language, which will remain in the country. The information will be provided for the most part by UNEP/MAP and EEA and will focus on the state of the Mediterranean environment as well as the means and mechanisms that are either in place or are needed for its improvement and for the promotion of a truly sustainable development. Part of each exhibition will be dedicated to the respective country in which it is taking place. The exhibitions will be handled by partnership between Governments and NGOs.
Awareness:

3. Organization of a systematic opinion poll and statistically sound assessment of the awareness views, perceptions behaviour and aspirations of the Mediterranean public in the areas of environment and sustainable development, in a mode compatible with the one employed by “Eurobarometer” for Europe.

4. Invitation to the Contracting Parties to develop and implement national strategies and action plans for awareness, as integral components of their national sustainability plans, in collaboration with NGOs, in order to enhance the efficiency and credibility of the information provided. The Secretariat, eventually with the input of the Thematic Group, may provide an “Information and Awareness Strategy Framework” as a support for the work of the Contracting Parties.

Education:

5. Strengthening of the Mediterranean network of environmental educators and relevant Mediterranean networks on education for environment and sustainability.

6. Assessment of the resources needed for the training of 50 per cent of Mediterranean educators of primary schools in the most productive alternative schemes and 30 per cent of those of secondary schools by the year 2004.

7. Encouragement for the establishment of a Mediterranean register with Internet links on teaching materials, particularly audiovisual.

Participation:

8. Invitation to the Contracting Parties to identify at least one pilot participatory and mobilization project per country with the active involvement of the public. These projects at national or local level will be studied, monitored and documented in order to be publicized as possible examples of good practice. Invitation also to States to collaborate with local authorities.

9. Publication and translation of a series of manuals in various Mediterranean languages on the following issues:

   (a). participation practices and techniques
   (b). consensus-building methodologies
   (c). already existing “success stories” in the area of public participation and mobilization.
Speech by Dr Klaus Töpfer, Executive Director of UNEP
at the Fifth meeting of the
Mediterranean Commission on Sustainable Development
Rome, 1 July 1999

Excellencies,
Distinguished Delegates,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

I am really pleased and honoured to address this important meeting through MAP.

This is indeed an extraordinary assembly of governments, local authorities, business leaders, and representatives of non-governmental organizations from throughout the Mediterranean region.

My contribution here on behalf of the United Nations Environment Programme must be taken as its commitment to the shared vision of the Mediterranean region as peaceful, economically vibrant and ecologically healthy region.

The Mediterranean region has a powerful historic legacy. The Mediterranean Sea and its adjacent bodies of water have been an inviting passageway to the movement of people. The Myccad, Dorian and Scythian tribes, the Egyptian, Greek and Persian civilizations, the Roman Empire, and successive waves of Germanic and Slavic peoples, Arabas, Mongols and Turks - all moved toward the Mediterranean. They sought to use its waters and coastal plains to extend the range of cultural influence, economic activity and political domination.

For nearly a thousand years, the Mediterranean region has been a fertile ground of ideas and concepts that has guided us to this very day. We can find in this region historic notions of a common space, common concerns and a common heritage. There is enough commonality in the region to make dialogue and cooperation an effort worth undertaking.

Ladies and gentlemen,

There is no doubt that the issues dominating the Mediterranean region are changing. They require a refocus on the elements that constitute the overall security policy of the region. It is a security policy that takes into account the developments in the economic, social, ecological, cultural, and humanitarian spheres.

The current economic trends indicate that the Mediterranean will become even more important than ever as a channel for the movement of vital resources. The trends also indicate that the region is on the way to becoming an integrated advanced economy, with potentials for large investment inflows in the coming decades.

All these economic forecasts and initiatives require an overall sense of ecological stability in the Mediterranean within an overall framework of sustainable development. Massive investment in the area go forward with a sense of long-term security of the ecological resources in the area.
Ladies and Gentlemen,

Since its establishment in 1972 UNEP has given prime consideration to the maintenance of the ecological integrity of the Regional Seas. The Mediterranean was UNEP’s first regional seas programme. And I am proud to say its most successful one.

We need not look far to ascertain the reasons for the success of the Mediterranean Regional Seas programme. The countries bordering the Mediterranean together with European Commission realised very early the need for regional cooperation for protecting the sea against pollution and for paving the way to sustainable development. It was due to the willingness and commitments of concerned partners, that UNEP’s Mediterranean Action Plan has become an example for other regions and programmes.

There were other reasons as well for its success. First, the dynamic institutional structure with UNEP’s Regional Coordinating Unit and the Various Regional Activity Centres. These institutions covered a wide range of important issues from observation and evaluation to management of resources and capacity building.

Also with time, this regional seas programme evolved from monitoring, assessment and prevention of marine pollution to the use and management of natural resources in coastal regions. Its overall aim has always been a virtuous integration of social, economic and environmental dimensions of sustainable development.

The revision and revitalization of Barcelona Convention, its Protocols and the Action Plan have also aided in this process. They have given due consideration to the major environmental initiatives, actions and changes at the global and regional levels, especially the various Multilateral Environment Agreements. I must mention here the adaptation of Agenda 21 to the Mediterranean context, at the initiative of Tunisia, immediately after the Earth Summit in 1992, and the preparation of Agenda MED 21.

You will agree with me when I say that the establishment of the Mediterranean Commission on Sustainable Development was also part of this process of evolution. As a regional forum for dialogue and a think tank for strategic issues, the Mediterranean Commission on Sustainable Development constitutes a bridge between global and regional impetus and decisions and the efforts of countries at the national and local levels.

It definitely represents a promising framework for the definition of a genuinely Mediterranean sustainable development strategy.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

In the framework of the revitalization of the Regional Seas, UNEP will continue to provide full support to the activities of the Mediterranean Action Plan. We will do this by enhancing their scope and achievements. We will promote them not only within UNEP’s Family but also with all concerned partners including UN Agencies and UNCSD. I am sure that other regions and institutions will doubtless benefit from this UNEP/MAP experience and expertise.

For this, we will require an efficient information and communication strategy. This will,
in return give a new impetus to MAP’s activities and improve MAP’s visibility. UNEP’s experience, expertise and networks are at the Mediterranean Region’s disposal not only for enhancing information dissemination but also for strengthening cooperation.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I am convinced that UNEP’s Mediterranean Action Plan and its Commission on Sustainable Development have, probably more than ever before, a crucial role in protecting the environment and promoting sustainable development to build a peaceful and prosperous Region.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Finally I would like to express my deep gratitude to the Mayor of the Comune di Roma for organizing this meeting and to the Italian government for its continuous support to MAP.
Speech given by H.E. Mrs. Faiza Kefi, President of the MCSD,
at the opening of the fifth meeting of the MCSD
Rome, 1-3 July, 1999

Secretary of State for the Environment for the Italian Government,
Representative of the City of Rome,
Representative of FAO,
Secretary General,
Members of the MCSD,
Representatives of partner institutions and those supporting cooperation for the Mediterranean,
Your Excellencies,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

My pleasure at being here with you is equaled only by the honour I feel at taking part in and
leading the work of this, the fifth meeting of the MCSD.

I take particular pleasure in congratulating the City of Rome on its initiative, this Mediterranean
capital with 27 centuries of history behind it, which is today playing host to our meeting, and in
expressing special thanks to Mr. Francesco Rutelli, whose commitment to the environmental
cause is known to us all.

Thanks to him, the cities of the Mediterranean are actively subscribing to the MCSD process.
I am sure that the other members and partners of the Commission will follow his lead in order
to strengthen the MCSD and MAP, so that, with the support of UNEP, all of us together,
governments and civil society, may successfully achieve our ambitious aim of sustainable
development for the Mediterranean within the framework of the Agenda MED 21 programme.

I would also like to pay tribute to those who with such tirelessness are working so selflessly in
order to build an effective and methodical basis for our activities. Here I would mention Mr.
Chabason and the MAP Secretariat team.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

The fact that the MCSD is today holding its fifth meeting since being set up in 1995 bears
witness to its relevance, and shows just how solidly it is anchored in the system of MAP and the
Barcelona Convention. The smooth running of this Commission, which involves all those
affected by questions related to the environment and development in the Mediterranean at
regional, national and local level, has greatly contributed to the creation of a forum for
concertation and constructive dialogue. In spite of the constraints and the many difficulties
encountered in the search for a difficult compromise between the legitimate needs of
development and the delicate environmental balances in our region, and thanks to the
participation of everyone concerned, the Commission has managed to produce serious, in-depth
analyses and thinking, and operational recommendations and proposals for action on such
sensitive and crucial themes as water demand management and the sustainable management
of coastal areas. The active participation of the various MCSD members, particularly the
representatives of local authorities, socio-economic groups and NGOs in the work of the
Commission and its thematic groups has played a major role in achieving these results.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

The rich and varied agenda before us here in Rome bears witness to the Commission’s will to forge ahead.

During its meeting last March, which Tunisia had the honour of hosting, the Steering Committee looked at many aspects of our activity. The results of this study are now before us, faithfully transcribed into the documents of our meeting by the MAP Secretariat.

We will be discussing some practical proposals, particularly those related to working methods, and the follow-up and implementation of the recommendations with the aim of reaching agreement on appropriate ways of ensuring that the Commission functions correctly within MAP.

We will be called upon to examine the recommendations for action proposed by the groups responsible for the themes of indicators of sustainable development, tourism and sustainable development, information, and public participation and awareness-raising, with an eye to their adoption.

We will also be studying the proposals from the groups responsible for continuing examination of the following themes: industry and sustainable development, free trade and the environment, and sustainable urban development.

Finally, we will be debating the terms of reference and the working framework for the strategic assessment for the year 2000.

The drawing-up of this assessment, which will inform us about the implementation of sustainable development in the region, is strategic for our countries as well as for MAP. The choice made to draw up the assessment and have it presented in the year 2000 is significant in more than one respect, and we hope that this important event can effectively be staged in the year 2000.

Conscious as I am of the difficulties involved in completing the assessment on target, I would appeal to all members and partners to support the MAP Secretariat and the MCSD in order to release the means needed to complete this project.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

The last few years have been marked by many important events in our region. The Euromediterranean and GEF projects, which are gaining ever more momentum, are providing genuine possibilities for cooperation. These should be seized and used to their best effect to the benefit of the implementation of the regional, national and local programmes within the framework of the MCSD’s recommendations.

Before concluding, I would like to stress what great store Tunisia lays by the recommendations of the Commission, and their realization within the framework of the national development
programmes. I would like to stress the importance of regional solidarity in achieving the aims of sustainable development. Allow me once again on your behalf to thank the organizers for all the effort they have put in, as well as the City of Rome, which has provided the best possible working conditions for our meeting, to which I wish every success.
ADDRESS BY THE MAYOR OF ROME AT THE OPENING CEREMONY OF THE 5TH MEETING OF THE MEDITERRANEAN COMMISSION ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT, Capitol, Rome, 1 July 1999

The Mediterranean Commission on Sustainable Development has above all acted as a forum where all the interests and social concerns of the Mediterranean region can come together and be confronted.

The Mediterranean is both rich and vulnerable and needs pragmatic policies and measures for sustainable development that are understood, accepted and implemented by all actors, whether institutions or not, public or private.

This is not an easy task in a region that is not characterized by a high degree of cohesion, but it is inescapable if it is hoped to orient the profound transformation of the development model according to sustainability criteria.

This is the nucleus of our task and our work. We must be able to find the point where we can come together, the common factors that will allow our communities to move towards the objective of social, economic and of course environmental development. This is sustainable development.

The countries, regions, cities, public authorities, NGOs and the private sector are here to work together, using their experience, and above all their commitment to put into effect the strategies we will formulate together within their fields of competence and activity.

As one of my predecessors said in this same hall, may God help us.

It is particularly apt that the Commission on Sustainable Development should include cities, their networks and local authorities among its members.

Moreover, this recognition is above all the result of the responsibilities these bodies have deemed it their duty to assume and the ongoing efforts made in recent years, notably in the Mediterranean, which have promoted and encouraged a large number of measures.

The commitment to sustainable development by cities and local authorities, particularly since the Rio Conference, has at the same time accentuated their awareness and their action and this has had an impact both at the local and global levels.

It is with some pride that I can draw attention to the effective contribution made by Rome, which has taken part in all the major initiatives and in some cases has taken on the responsibility for directly promoting them.

I take the opportunity to mention some of the measures taken by the city I represent, albeit briefly.

At the global level: Participation in the Cities for Climate Protection Campaign for the implementation of the Convention on Climate Change, and the follow-up to all the five objectives and the commitments
assumed by countries taking part in the Campaign, reaffirmed in the Nagoya Declaration of 28 November 1997.

Together with the UNCCD and IFAD, promotion and organization of the 1st Forum of Mayors of Cities against Desertification, in parallel with the Conference of the Parties to ratify the Convention against Desertification, 3-4 October 1997, and the 3rd Forum held on 11 and 12 June last in Bonn.

At the Mediterranean level:
Support for the promotion and dissemination of Local Agenda 21 in the Mediterranean, with particular emphasis on cities in the southern and eastern Mediterranean, through participation in the programmes and projects of the European Union and other international organizations and institutions, the organization of international conferences and the formulation of partnership agreements and initiatives such as those with the city of Tunis and the Tunisian Ministry of the Environment. In collaboration with UNEP/TIED, preparation of the 1st report on cleaner production in the Mediterranean region in 1995 and of the 2nd report, which you have received, with the participation of the National Environmental Protection Agency (ANPA). Membership of Medcities, the only permanent network of cities in the Mediterranean aimed at promoting sustainable development, of which I presently have the honour to be President. The establishment of an operational instrument such as the Ecomed Agency, which has assisted and supported all these initiatives in recent years.

In Europe:
Accession to the Alborg Charter and to the European Sustainable Cities Campaign, participation in the preparatory committees for the Lisbon and Seville conferences promoted by the Campaign.

In Rome:
The initiation and strengthening of the Local Agenda 21 process. In your files, you will find the essential information and a progress report. In this connection, I should just like to mention one politico-administrative act that is particularly relevant in my view, namely, the establishment of the Office for Citizen Participation.

The City Council has approved a Plan that sets aside 64 per cent of communal land as protected areas.

Rome has breathing space of 82,000 hectares of green zones, comprising agricultural land, protected nature reserves, parks and historical villas.

The creation of Roma Natura, the body which administers 20 of the parks and nature reserves totalling 51,000 hectares.

All the above underlines the commitment of Rome and its authorities to the promotion of global processes to orient urban development towards sustainability and has led to a new definition of development and urban management policies.
Speech of Mr Valerio Calzolaio, Under-secretary of State for the Environment of Italy at the opening of the fifth meeting of the Mediterranean Commission on Sustainable Development, Rome 1-3 July 1999.

Good morning to all the representatives of the Governments, of the Councils, of the non-governmental organisations and of the social forces.

In the last few years the rhythm of the launch of the International Conventions on the Environment has slowed down. Till 1971 there were 58 of them. Between 1972 (with the novelty of the 1st Conference and the birth of UNEP) and 1992 they got to 171, an average of 5-6 a year.

In 1998 we reached 175 and the “last” are perhaps the most important ones for the future; biodiversity, climatic changes, desertification, intimately connected, with “global” implications, impossible to be carried out without an ecological re-conversion of the development pattern of the North and the exchange reasons of the South.

At the Summit of Rio in ’92 the Conventions on climatic changes and on biodiversity were signed. There started the negotiations for the Convention on the fight against desertification (signed in Paris in 1994) and new impulse was given to the Mediterranean Action Plan and to the Convention of Barcelona – eventually ratified by Italy in its new version, with the relative protocols– thus stimulating the preparation of the Agenda 21 for the Mediterranean, the creation of this Mediterranean Committee for Sustainable Development.

As we know, the existence of a Convention does not guarantee that national relations and undersigned commitments will be respected in form, in terms and in substance; or that sanctions will be applied to transgressors. Yet, they induce dialectics, they set us to concentrate and to verify, they allow us to ask Governments to account for their actions.

For the last few months, with the new Government, the Ministry of Environment has decided to give more relevance, and in a more complete and organic way, to the protection of the Mediterranean and to the relative national and international set of laws. I myself verified the existence of multiple political and institutional pertinances, administrative offices, scientific and research institutes, often not well co-ordinated among them.

For this reason we entrusted the ICRAM and the ENEA with a survey on the degree of application of the principal conventions for the protection of the Mediterranean and on the principal instruments of international collaboration, premises of a proposal of a unitary political and administrative trend.

The survey made by the ENEA and the ICRAM does not pretend to be exhaustive; it intends to allow a joined evaluation of some significant aspects on the subject of protection of the Mediterranean marine and coastal environment, subjected to a traditional fragmentation of national and international laws as well as of technical, administrative and organisational competencies to their realization. The task will need to be verified, enlarged and gradually updated. Only a deep knowledge of the available instruments, of their strength and weakness, can allow us to accomplish a better national preparation for a more organic and incisive presence in the different international seats, where programmes are decided and launched and so are the practical tools for the environment and sustainable development. We must think of
a unique direction seat for “marine” policies, both for national policy and for the Italian contribution to the international policy.

Italy and the other Mediterranean countries fall into a framework of environmental crisis with problems linked to climatic variations with prolonged periods of drought, to the presence of grounds with a marked tendency to erosion, to the high frequency of forest fires with destruction of the forestry resources, to the conditions of crisis of traditional agriculture and the consequent desertion of vast areas that become marginal, to the excessive exploitation of water resources and to the massive concentration of the economical activities along the coastline, to the strong aggregations of urban areas, to tourism and to intensive agriculture with negative consequences that are reflected on all the “Mediterranean ecosystem” that meanwhile suffers from a process of “tropicalization”.

In the Mediterranean the “greenhouse effect” and “desertification effect” become the same. Both in a certain way specular effects, triggered off by multiple causes which are linked to energy production and consumption as well as to the unsustainable exploitation of natural resources. In the years to come the update of the MAP (Mediterranean Action Plan) and the definition of the PAND (Program of the National Action for the fight against desertification) will allow a better coordination of the governmental and interministerial policy.

I hope that this precious preliminary work will be useful to identify concrete measures, to support the realization of national and regional programmes for the sustainable management of the natural resources of the Mediterranean basin as well as to develop suitable community and cooperation policies.

Valerio Calzolaio
Under-secretary
Ministry of Environment
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Introduction and opening:

The present progress report is submitted by the Secretariat of the Mediterranean Commission on Sustainable Development in compliance with the Terms of Reference of the MCSD. It covers progress achieved and problems encountered in the implementation of the various decisions taken during previous meetings of the Commission (Rabat, 16-18 December 1996, Palma de Majorca, 6-8 May 1997, Sophia Antipolis, 28-30 October 1997 and Monaco, 20-22 October 1998).

Moreover, this progress report is largely based on discussions and conclusions of the second meeting of the Steering Committee (Tunis, 8-9 March 1999), mainly for agenda items 6, 7 and 8. The report of this Steering Committee meeting was distributed to all MCSD members in April 1999.

In this context, the following points should be noted:

- the mandate of the present members of the MCSD will run until the next meeting of the Contracting Parties (Malta, October 1999)
- according to its Rules of Procedure, a new Steering Committee is to be elected at the beginning of the fifth meeting of the MCSD. Its mandate will run until the next MCSD meeting.

I. BRIEF HISTORY OF THE MCSD

1. The post-Rio era was an important period in the history of the Mediterranean Action Plan (MAP) during which the Governments of the Mediterranean region and the European Community started the process of translating and adapting UNCED principles to the Mediterranean context through the preparation of Agenda MED 21, reorientation of MAP, the Barcelona Convention and its protocols and the creation of the Mediterranean Commission on Sustainable Development (MCSD).

2. The MCSD was established in 1995 within the framework of MAP, as an advisory body with the following mandate1:

   - to identify, evaluate and examine major economic, ecological and social problems set out in Agenda MED 21, make appropriate proposals thereon to the meetings of the Contracting Parties, evaluate the effectiveness of the implementation of decisions taken by the Contracting Parties and facilitate the exchange of information among institutions implementing activities related to sustainable development in the Mediterranean;

   - to enhance regional cooperation and rationalize the inter-governmental decision-making capacity in the Mediterranean basin for the integration of environment and development issues.

---

1UNEP(OCA)/MED IG.5/16, annex XIII (IV-a)
3. At their Extraordinary Meeting (Montpellier, 1-4 July 1996), the Contracting Parties to the Barcelona Convention adopted the Terms of Reference and the Composition of the Commission². According to the Terms of Reference, the Commission is composed of 36 members, consisting of high-level representatives from each of the Contracting Parties (21), representatives of local authorities, socio-economic actors and non-governmental organizations (15), working in the fields of environment and sustainable development. Strongly believing that the role of the local authorities, socio-economic actors and NGOs is very important during this new era of MAP, the meeting of the Contracting Parties approved a new dimension in MAP relations with these three groups by accepting that they shall participate in the work of the Commission as fully-fledged members on an equal footing with representatives of the Contracting Parties.

A) First Meeting of the Commission

4. During its first meeting (Rabat, 16-18 December 1996), the Commission agreed on a programme built around short-term (sustainable management of coastal regions and management of water demand as sufficient work had already been undertaken) and medium-term (sustainable development indicators, tourism, information, awareness and participation, free trade and environment, industry and sustainable development, management of urban and rural development) activities corresponding to some of the priority needs of the Mediterranean region.

5. In order to implement efficiently and usefully these activities and to ensure greater participation, the Commission designated Task Managers and Thematic Working Groups to deal with each selected theme. The MAP funds allocated to the MCSD will be considered as seed money since the task managers and support centres are expected to look for the necessary additional human and financial resources and expertise for the activities of the thematic working groups.

B) Second Meeting of the Commission

6. The second meeting of the Commission was held in Palma de Majorca, Spain, from 6-8 May 1997. The Commission reviewed progress achieved and problems encountered since its first meeting.

7. The Meeting also reviewed the composition of the Thematic Working Groups, and decided to add a few other members upon their request.

8. With regard to the draft rules of procedure of the Commission, after a brief discussion and due to time limitation, the meeting decided to defer the decision on the draft Rules of Procedure to its third meeting.

C) Third Meeting of the Commission

9. The third meeting of the Commission was held in Sophia Antipolis, France, from 28-30 October 1997. The Commission examined the progress made by the eight working groups, as well as at the MCSD’s draft rules of procedure.

10. On the short-term themes, i.e. water demand management and the sustainable management of coastal zones, the Commission examined the analyses drawn up and the recommendations proposed for submission to the Contracting Parties at their tenth ordinary meeting in Tunis in November 1997. As for the other working groups, the Commission examined progress made and noted the various planned experts meetings and workshops.

²UNEP(OCA)/MED IG.8/7, annexes V and VI
11. The discussions about the other activities of the various groups provided the opportunity to review the working method, underlining the fact that the MCSD risked becoming a “research institute” rather than a “consultative task force”; furthermore, it was the duty of the task managers to draft in experts in their respective themes as well as representatives of the public and private sectors. It was, however, noted that the MCSD, which allows MAP’s activities to be extended into the field of sustainable development, works with a marginal additional budget, to be used more like seed capital, additional funding needing to be drummed up elsewhere.

12. An ad hoc group was set up in order to complete the preparation of the MCSD’s rules of procedure, and its proposal was adopted by the members of the Commission before submitting it to the Contracting Parties.

D) Contracting Parties Meeting

13. The Contracting Parties held their Tenth Ordinary Meeting from 18 to 21 November 1997 in Tunis and approved the recommendations concerning the management of water demand and the sustainable management of Coastal Zones. The Rules of Procedure of the MCSD, with a Steering Committee, of seven members, four representing the Contracting Parties, including ex officio the President of the Bureau of the Contracting Parties and one from each of the three categories foreseen by the Terms of Reference of the MCSD.

14. The meeting considered that the Task Managers and their Working Groups as well as the Secretariat should induce countries to implement these recommendations and translate the strategical lines of action of the MCSD into proposals for concrete action, set within a time frame. It was also pointed out that major partners of the civil society should be involved in the implementation and follow-up of priority projects and activities. Moreover, it was decided to extend the present membership of the Commission until next meeting of the Contracting parties (Malta, October 1999).

15. Moreover, the Bureau of the Contracting Parties (Tunis, 28 March 1998) designated the remaining four MCSD members out of various proposed candidates.

E) Technical consultation between MCSD Task Managers

16. In order to coordinating and streamlining the works of the Task Managers and the Thematic Working Groups, based on the experience gained during the first year of work, a Consultation Meeting was held in Athens, on 5 February 1998 (the report of the meeting was issued as document UNEP(OCA)/MED WG. 141/2) on Secretariat’s initiative, and with the participation of RAC’s directors.

17. Some major points were discussed including:

- some coordination gap between the Task Managers and the Support Centers;
- the need to regularly inform, and as far as possible involve, all members of the Thematic Group;
- the need to exchange information and develop cooperation between the Thematic Groups;
- the need to involve competent experts in the preparatory activities and in the meetings along with the officially designated ones.
- the programme of activity of each working group with agenda of meetings and expected outputs.
F) **Fourth Meeting of the Commission**

18. The fourth meeting of the MCSD was held in Monaco from 20-22 October 1999. The Commission examined the progress made by the six “medium-term” thematic working groups, as well as issues related to follow-up of recommendations, new themes, method of work and cooperation with UN agencies and other partners.

19. In conformity with the MCSD’s rules of procedure, a new Steering Committee was elected with Tunisia as President, Monaco as Rapporteur and EOAEN, Cyprus, MIO-ECSDE, Municipality of Silifke and Spain as Vice-Presidents.

20. In view of the fifth MCSD meeting and then the next Contracting Parties meeting (27-30 October 1999), the working groups concerned with “Indicators”, “Tourism” and “Information” themes were generally requested to review their proposals by defining more realistic, feasible and practical recommendations and actions, whereas the other working groups were requested to set realistic objectives and define a practical programme of work in view of final proposals for the MCSD and Contracting Parties meetings in 2001.

21. Concerning the other important issues on the agenda, (follow-up, new themes, method of work and cooperation), the Secretariat was requested to analyze further related questions raised during the discussions and present its views and proposals to the next meeting of the Steering Committee of the MCSD, in addition to the preparatory steps for the Strategic review for the year 2000 as mentioned in the MCSD terms of reference.

22. The fourth MCSD meeting has been the occasion for a large participation of UN agencies and other partners that showed great interest in the work of the MCSD. The meeting requested the MCSD and its Secretariat to strengthen cooperation with concerned bodies, particularly UN-CSD.

II. **GENERAL INTERSESSIONAL ACTIVITIES SINCE THE FOURTH MCSD MEETING:**

A) **Second meeting of the Steering Committee**

23. The second meeting of the Steering Committee of the MCSD was held from 8 to 9 March 1999 in Tunis. As requested by the fourth meeting of the MCSD, the Secretariat prepared a report encompassing mainly issues related to the method of work and follow-up of recommendations, new subjects and selection criteria, preparation of the Strategic review for the year 2000, as well as cooperation with UN and National Commissions on Sustainable Development. These issues were examined by the Steering Committee that has finally agreed upon a series of conclusions to be considered for and by the fifth MCSD meeting (“Conclusions” attached as annex I)

24. The report of the Secretariat (UNEP(OCA)/MED WG.155/2) and the report of the Steering Committee (UNEP(OCA)/MED WG 155/3) were both sent to all MCSD members by mail and/or electronic mail in April 1999.
25. In conformity with the conclusions of the Steering Committee, the Secretariat has reworked the matrix of proposed new subjects together with the set of criteria for their selection that were presented in a brief questionnaire through specific questions related to importance, appraisal, feasibility and methodology. Reviewed matrix and detailed questionnaire were sent to all MCSD members and Support Centres by mid May requesting their comments and inputs for mid-June, leaving then about a week for the Secretariat to analyze and synthesize collected information (Matrix and questionnaire on Selection criteria are attached as annex II).

26. As the Steering Committee met recently and reviewed important questions that are down on the agenda of the fifth MCSD meeting, related and relevant outcomes and conclusions will be taken again in appropriate sections of this report, mainly corresponding to agenda items 6, 7 and 8.

27. The MCSD members might wish to consider the inputs for and outputs from the Steering Committee meeting and advise for the preparation of further meetings of the Steering Committee.

B) Intersessional Activities and Working Groups

28. In order to improve information and ensure better participation to the various thematic Working Groups, a provisional agenda of meetings in the MCSD framework or of interest for MCSD in 1999 was prepared by the Secretariat and sent to all MCSD members and other partners in March 1999. The actual agenda of the MCSD working group meetings is attached as annex III. As it can be noticed in this table, three of the working groups were held between 7 and 4 weeks before the fifth MCSD meeting. The time left is obviously too short for preparing a consistent report by the Secretariat in two languages and sending it to the MCSD members and other participants to the meeting more than two weeks before the meeting.

29. All the meetings of the thematic working groups took place and their major conclusions/proposals are included in a separated report dedicated to the outputs of the Task Managers and Support Centres thematic activities. It should be recalled at this stage that for the “Indicators”, “Tourism” and “Information” themes, recommendations/proposals for action are expected to be reviewed, finalized and adopted before their submission to the next Contracting Parties meeting, whereas for the “Free-Trade”, “Industry” and “Urban” themes relevant programmes of work are expected to be reviewed, finalized and adopted in view of final proposals in 2001.

30. The MCSD members are requested to review and approve proposed recommendations/proposals for action and programme of work, as presented in respective thematic sections of the “task managers and support centres report” (UNEP(OCA)/MED WG. 156/4).

III. METHOD OF WORK AND FOLLOW-UP OF RECOMMENDATIONS

31. Well aware of the importance of this issue, for the revitalization of the MCSD and enhancement of its efficiency, the Secretariat prepared a rather critical analysis that was presented to the Steering Committee meeting (UNEP(OCA)/MED WG. 155/2). It mainly refers to:

- lack of consistency in the MCSD meetings and discussions, partly due to the various subjects considered and the short time allocated, thus some important issues are just skimmed over;

- lack of sufficiently practical recommendations and programme of actions with a clear operational dimension;
- unclear implementation and follow-up process of adopted recommendations/proposals for action;
- need for a more systematic approach when handling a theme with due consideration to terms of reference, organization of activities, partners, working period and funding.
- need for better visibility, more political support and adequate information and communication strategy.

32. Sharing the concerns of the Secretariat, throughout an intense discussion, the members of the Steering Committee agreed upon a series of conclusions to be submitted to the fifth MCSD meeting for review and adoption of a final set of relevant proposals. Conclusions referred to are attached as annex I section 1.

33. Meanwhile, one of the MCSD members, namely APNEK, provided the Secretariat with a series of comments related to this issue where were mainly highlighted the need for a cost/benefit analysis of proposed actions, the integration of the recommendations in the programme of work of MAP that would then ensure and report on the follow-up and evaluation of their implementation, as well as the need for a regular reporting mechanism by the Contracting Parties.

34. The MCSD members are expected to discuss the conclusions agreed upon by the Steering Committee and adopt a final set of relevant proposals. They might also advise the Secretariat on the best approach to follow related issues.

IV. NEW SUBJECTS AND SELECTION CRITERIA

35. Considering the progress made in activities of the eight thematic working groups and that ongoing related activities are expected to be completed in 2001, it was necessary to initiate preparations for new subjects; in order to improve feasibility and implementation, lessons should be drawn from experiences in previous and actual MCSD activities.

36. By cross-checking MAP priority activities together with partners programmes for the Mediterranean, a dozen of themes were identified for the next three bienniums, until 2005, and were proposed for the Steering Committee’s consideration. Moreover, to ensure satisfactory and realistic preparation with relevant technical and financial support, a series of criteria were identified for proper selection.

37. The matrix for themes’ selection together with the criteria were reviewed by the Steering Committee that proposed to present the themes in 7 clusters and the selection criteria in 4 sub-groups related to importance of the theme, appraisal, feasibility and methodology, as shown in annex II.

38. The members of the Steering Committee agreed also on a series of conclusions to be submitted for MCSD members’ consideration. Such conclusions are attached in annex I section 2.
39. However, it should be noted that, in principle, the MCSD will still have to complete the activities related to “Free-trade”, “Industry” and “Urban” themes in the next biennium (2000-2001) together with the preparation of the “Strategic Review for the year 2000” in conformity with the MCSD terms of reference. Therefore, we should avoid overloading the MCSD programme and mainly Support Centres in relation to technical and financial support, unless partners could take a substantial responsibility for implementation. Otherwise, only some preliminary work could be planned for a couple of new themes in the next bienniums, giving more time for a better preparation.

40. The revised matrix was sent to all MCSD members together with a detailed questionnaire on the selection criteria. Collected information will then be analyzed and synthesized and results presented by the Secretariat at the MCSD meeting, if a reasonable number of questionnaires are filled in and sent back by mid-June 1999. A sample of this questionnaire is also attached in annex II.

41. The MCSD members are expected to review related conclusions from the Steering Committee and approve a list of new themes to be considered over the next three bienniums. They might also wish to plan related activities over this period and identify task managers, support centres, major outputs and financial support.

V. STRATEGIC REVIEW FOR THE YEAR 2000

42. As agreed upon at the fourth MCSD meeting and in conformity with the Commission’s terms of reference, it is proposed to “undertake a four-year strategic assessment and evaluation of the implementation by the Contracting Parties of Agenda MED 21 and decisions of the meetings of the Contracting Parties and of actions by the Contracting Parties relevant to sustainable development in the Mediterranean region and propose relevant recommendations thereon; the first strategic review should be undertaken for the year 2000 (with ministerial participation), with the objective of achieving an integrated overview of the implementation of Agenda MED 21, examining emerging policy issues and providing the necessary political impetus.” (UNEP(OCA)/MED WG. 140/Inf.4 page 8, (g)).

43. To that end, the Secretariat, in consultation with some experts, has prepared draft terms of reference for undertaking this strategic review. Proposed terms of reference submitted for the fifth MCSD consideration are attached in annex IV.

44. Considering the dates of the next Contracting Parties meetings (October 1999 and 2001), it is proposed to undertake the first Strategic Review for the year 2001, with a draft to be presented and reviewed at the sixth MCSD meeting, foreseen for June/July 2000. This would leave some time for necessary fund harvesting.

As the Strategic Review concerns the Mediterranean region as a whole, it will not be limited to the activities of MAP and MCSD; it will also include a brief assessment of the activities of other regional partners and programmes such as Euro-Mediterranean Partnership, METAP, CEDARE, etc. in view of identifying complementarities, limiting duplication and promoting synergy. This review will also assess the activities at national and local levels, in order to identify the progress towards Sustainable Development together with the germs of change.

45. It is expected that this Strategic review, in addition to assessment and evaluation of progress of activities in the framework of Sustainable Development in the Mediterranean region, will highlight the strengths and weaknesses of the Mediterranean system, notably of MAP, the gaps and constraints that affect its efficiency; it will also suggest a set of relevant recommendations and proposals for action for promoting, improving and strengthening:
- preparation of programmes of activities;
- implementation of related activities by concerned institutions (regional and national);
- implementation of recommendations and proposals for actions;
- synergy among regional and national partners;
- strategic actions towards sustainable development in the Mediterranean region.

46. The Strategic review would be undertaken by a task force under the coordination of the Secretariat and with the support of 3 to 5 MCSD members and 3 independent experts. Throughout the period of work (September 1999-April 2001), the task force would hold three technical meeting (launching, mid-term review/follow-up, finalization) and a regional workshop would be useful, even necessary, in early 2001. The budget for this Strategic review, including regional and national experts fees and costs of meetings, would amount for US $ 150,000 to 200,000.

47. The MCSD members are requested to discuss proposed terms of reference for this Strategic review, advise the Secretariat on the best approach to be followed in relation with coordination, implementation and fund raising.

VI. COOPERATION AND FUND RAISING

48. In conformity with its terms of reference, the MCSD has developed and strengthened its relations and cooperation with UNEP and other UN Agencies, in particular UN-CSD, through its Secretariat as well as several of its members.

49. In relation with the fourth MCSD request addressed to UNEP to encourage the exchange of information and direct cooperation between MCSD and other Secretariats as well as the UN-CSD, the twentieth Governing Council of UNEP has recognized the originality and importance of the MCSD and recommended the development of similar initiatives in other regions. During this important meeting, information on the MCSD was given and support to this experience and activities was requested by several representatives of the Mediterranean Countries and partners (Tunisia, Monaco, Turkey, Spain, European Commission, etc.)

50. Moreover, the MAP-MCSD Secretariat has participated, as member of UNEP’s delegation, to the ad-hoc Intersessional Working Group of the UN-CSD with a presentation on Regional Seas and MCSD at a side event. The Secretariat has also participated to the Seventh UN-CSD session where the report of Antalya Workshop on “MCSD Tourism and Sustainable Development” was widely distributed, together with a presentation at a side event.

51. Regarding the proposed joint UN-CSD/MCSD meeting on national sustainable development strategies in the Mediterranean, it seems preferable to connect it to the preparation of the “Strategic review for the year 2000” by organizing such a meeting briefly after launching this review. It would be a good opportunity to collect useful information for the strategic review and provide the participants with methodological issues and results from success stories so as to promote and induce elaboration of national sustainable strategies at national and local levels.

52. Information on MCSD experience and activities were also disseminated at several Mediterranean and European meetings not only by the Secretariat but also by various MCSD members (country and EC representatives and other partners, EOAEN, MIO-ECSDE, Ecomediterranea, APNEK, WWF, according to our information).
53. Concerning the thematic activities and related meetings, the task managers, the working groups and support centres have benefited from various technical and financial supports, MAP limited budget being generally considered as seed money. However, there has not been a systematic strategy for fund raising enough in advance, and related activities were mainly undertaken with MAP limited budget. Such deficiency will be and is being overcome as specific projects have been prepared and others will follow soon and be submitted to fund raising from partners (mainly the European Commission, by far the main supporting body) and countries (mainly regarding organization of meetings).

54. As a matter of fact, support for the following activities since the fourth MCSD meeting was provided mainly from:

- “Indicators”: MAP (BP/RAC-other indicators projects), France and Tunisia (national test).
- “Information”: MAP(MEDU), CREE and MIO-ECSDE (who devoted a lot of their time with limited financial support from MAP).
- “Free-Trade”: MAP (MEDU,BP/RAC and CP/RAC), Lebanon (national case study) France
- “Industry”: MAP (MEDPOL, CP/RAC), UNIDO-ICS, UNEP-DTIE.
- “Urban”: MAP (PAP/RAC, BP/RAC), MEDCITIES.

In broad terms and without including the cost of time spent for related activities by MAP staff and partners experts (from MCSD members and other regional partners), the annual average cost for a MCSD thematic activity is about US$ 30,000-40,000 (obviously more availability of funds would certainly extend the work, get more in depth analysis and result in more realistic proposals); a group of experts would cost about US$ 15,000, a meeting of the working group US$ 20,000-30,000, a workshop extended to all MCSD members US$ 50,000 and a MCSD meeting needs for US$ 80,000 to 100,000. And the actual one, the fifth MCSD meeting, is fully covered by the City of Rome.

55. It is important to recall here that, as agreed upon in the first meeting of the MCSD, “the task managers would be responsible for obtaining the necessary additional human and financial resources and expertise for the activities of the thematic working groups”, obviously in cooperation with the Secretariat and concerned Support Centres.

56. In the short and medium term, a more systematic cooperation will be looked for and built up between MCSD and European Commission, UNEP concerned divisions and regional offices, UN-CSD, METAP, CEDARE as well as other institutions concerned with the new themes to be selected (FAO, UNDP/CAP 21, UNCCD, WHO, etc.)

57. Finally, considering MAP available limited budget and the increasing interesting and challenging MCSD related coordination duties, it would be very helpful if qualified junior persons could be seconded to the MCSD Secretariat for periods of 1 to 2 years, either directly from the countries or through a specific funding mechanism that would allow for 1 to 2 years appointment of junior qualified persons from third countries that cannot afford covering their expenses in seconding them. This would provide inspiration, boost and support to the Secretariat and MCSD activities as well as on-the-job training for concerned staff. This question of required additional support and secondments was considered by the last meeting of the Bureau of the Contracting Parties (29-30 April 1999) where views were expressed but without coming up with a final proposal.

58. The MCSD members are expected to discuss issues related to cooperation and fund raising; they might wish to advise the Secretariat on the best way to strengthen cooperation and improve fund raising; they might also wish to request the task managers and other MCSD members and partners to look for and provide more support to MCSD activities.
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS OF THE WORK OF THE STEERING COMMITTEE OF
THE MEDITERRANEAN COMMISSION ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT.

1. Method of work and follow-up of recommendations

The Steering Committee praised the quality of the Commission’s work. These achievements should be used as a basis for further progress, with the emphasis in future work being placed on the three following areas, without bringing the basic structure into question (working group, task managers):

a) clearer identification and preparation of themes (approach based on participation, specific nature of the Mediterranean, added value, etc.);

b) improved planning of thematic activities by objectives;

c) implementation and follow-up of recommendations (execution, valorization, information/communication, financing).

- It shall be the duty of each working group to take due account of these three areas in carrying out their activities.

- On implementation, it could give rise to strategic actions programmes (SAPs), with certain themes being particularly suited to this approach because of the importance of the issue they raise for the Mediterranean.

- The Secretariat in conjunction with the task managers shall work to finalise recommendations to render them more operational before they are presented to the Contracting Parties.

- More effective follow-up shall be achieved by using demonstration programmes, amongst others.

- Greater visibility for the Commission and broader circulation of its results amongst all the actors involved are a crucial objective which means that the emphasis must be placed on using all available channels to circulate recommendations and information to all partners. The best possible use shall also be made of new communication technologies. In this context, the work and activities of the MCSD shall be presented on the MAP website, which should be made easily accessible via the UNEP site and vice versa, both sites being regularly updated.

II. New Themes and their Selection Criteria

- The matrix presented by the Secretariat for selecting new themes needs to be rationalised to make it more operational:

a) by tightening up criteria (on notions of priority, squaring with regional/international programmes, and feasibility) and by defining them more clearly;
b) by regrouping themes, even if it entails clarifying their characteristics and sub-themes. The new themes put forward would then cover:

1. Local management and sustainable development (with the emphasis on the specific points of wetlands, islands, mountainous or desert regions);
2. Sustainable management of natural marine resources (including fisheries);
3. Energy and transport and sustainable development;
4. Employment and training;
5. Agriculture and the rural environment (including land use, erosion and desertification);
6. Consumption patterns and waste management;

• The Secretariat shall rework the matrix to take account of comments made by the meeting and shall send out the new version to all MCSD members for them to fill in as far as possible. A synthesis shall be presented to the forthcoming MCSD meeting so that the new themes may be selected.

III. Strategic Review for the year 2000

• The strategic review foreseen by the Commission’s terms of reference is crucially important in that it will provide the opportunity for drawing up an “inventory” of sustainable development in the Mediterranean, five years after the Contracting Parties adopted the Agenda MED 21 Programme.

• In the interests of clarity and objectivity, this assessment shall preferably be drawn up by a team of seven members made up of: three independent experts, three members of the Commission (one representing a State, one for the “NGO/socio-economic” actors, and one “local authority” representative), and a representative of the Coordinating Unit.

• The Secretariat shall prepare a specific remit for this review to be drawn up, for presentation to the forthcoming MCSD meeting.

• With an eye to this review, Tunisia reiterated its proposal to host the 6th meeting of the MCSD in the year 2000, which will be the opportunity for a “MED 21+5” and should also involve a ministerial component. Funds will have to be mobilised for this event.

IV. Cooperation with the United Nations and national CSDs

• The Secretariat shall draw up of list of all existing national CSDs or similar bodies; it shall then seek a mutual exchange of information and, if needs be, shall establish cooperation with them. The increasing number of activities (Agenda 21s) at both national and local level could act as an incentive for other countries or regions.
• A joint meeting co-financed by the MCSD and the UN/CSD on national sustainable development strategies shall be organised in late 1999 in a Mediterranean country.

• As far as cooperation with the UN/CSD is concerned, it shall be the responsibility of MCSD member countries taking part in CSD sessions, and particularly the Commission President, to make known the Commission’s work and achievements, to underscore its exemplary nature, one of the objectives being in the long term to open the way for the MCSD’s accreditation as an autonomous observer, to be requested by the President. An informal meeting of Mediterranean delegations on the sidelines of each session would usefully assist this “alliance” of riparian states.

• As well as a panel on the regional seas to be held during CSD 7, it is foreseen that a specific panel for the presentation of the MCSD shall be organised during CSD 8.

• Furthermore, it is foreseen that a major conference on sustainable development in the Mediterranean be organised, to which competent international agencies, universities and other interested parties shall be invited. This conference, to coincide with “Rio+10”(2002), would provide the opportunity to take stock of “MCSD+5”.

V. Intersession MCSD thematic activities

• MCSD members should play a more dynamic and effective role in the working groups.

• The agenda of meetings, which is deemed to be very useful, should be completed and regularly updated in order to keep MCSD members informed, and encourage their participation. It would also be useful to indicate meetings which have already been organised, which would be of great interest to ongoing work.

VI. Provisional agenda for the 5th MCSD.

• In the interests of clarity, the “Rules of Procedure” should not be included as an agenda item. The “Remit for preparing the strategic assessment for the year 2000” should, however, be added.

• Concerning the organisation of work, drafting committees should be set up for all working groups rounding off their activities at the 5th MCSD, particularly for the “Tourism and sustainable development” and “Indicators of sustainable development” themes.

• With an eye to the financing of MCSD meetings, it is proposed that the host country should bear a substantial share of the costs, without ruling out external contributions.

• Finally, the NGOs should be encouraged to take part in the organisation of MCSD meetings, a role which the Secretariat will work to boost.
Criteria for selection of new themes for MCSD programme of work over the next 2 or 3 bienniums (until 2005)

**PROPOSED THEME:** ..................

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRITERIA AND RELATED QUESTIONS</th>
<th>BRIEF RESPONSES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>IMPORTANCE</strong> Is the theme and/or its components considered as:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• MED 21/MAP Priority: (to be done by the Secretariat but any input is welcome) a priority in MED 21 and/or MAP?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• MED 21/Partners Priority: (to be done by the Secretariat but any input is welcome) a priority in partners programmes (METAP, CEDARE, SMAP, NGO networks, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• National / local Priority: a priority in your national/local, organisation strategies and action plans?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• UN-CSD programme: a priority in UN-CSD programme of work (past, present, future)?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>APPRAISAL</strong> For this theme and/or its components, what is/are, in your opinion:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Stakes and Risks: the major stakes and main short, medium and long term risks at local, national and Mediterranean levels.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Added value by MCSD: the specific added value you would expect from the MCSD?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sustainable Development Dimension: the sustainable development dimension(s) the MCSD should focus on? aspects of long term strategy, inter-relation and integration with other themes, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRITERIA AND RELATED QUESTIONS</td>
<td>BRIEF RESPONSES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEASIBILITY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For this theme and/or its components</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• MAP Capacity/Expertise:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(to be done by the Secretariat but any input is welcome)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Does MAP, through its Coordinating Unit and Regional Activity Centres and Programmes, has the capacity and expertise to work on this subject?</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Knowledge:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Do you think that the subject is rather extensively studied (not only within MAP) or intensive assessment preparatory work would be required?</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Co Partners:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Which partners (non-MCSD members) would you associate considering expertise, synergy, support and impact parameters?</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Funding Opportunities:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Identify some potential and accessible funding sources (local, national, euro-mediterranean, private, civil society, etc.) for related activities and meetings?</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METHODOLOGY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Working Group or Group of experts:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Do you think that this theme should be dealt with by a classical working group of some MCSD designated experts or by a small group of “independent” experts?</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Period of work:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Considering the already available knowledge on this subject and the expected added value, do you consider that this theme should be dealt with in one, two or four years period?</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### MCSD THEMATIC SELECTION MATRIX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRITERIA</th>
<th>Importance</th>
<th>Appraisal</th>
<th>Feasibility</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Themes to be considered by MCSD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Management and Sustainable Development (Wetlands, islands, mountain and desert areas, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable management of maritime natural resources (fishing, etc)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy, transport and sustainable development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment, training and environment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture and rural environment (agricultural policies, land use, erosion, desertification, etc)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption patterns and waste management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and environment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N.B. Themes handled by the MCSD with adoption dates and recommendations:
- Sustainable management of Coastal Regions (completed in 1997)
- Sustainable development indicators (to be completed in 1999)
- Free trade and environment (to be completed in 2001)
- Management of Water Demand (completed in 1997)
- Tourism and Sustainable Development (to be completed in 1999)
- Industry and sustainable development (to be completed in 2001)
- Information, awareness and participation
- Management of urban development (to be completed in 2001)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Dates and venue</th>
<th>Responsible persons/bodies and support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group of Experts meeting</td>
<td>3 February</td>
<td>Lebanon, BP/MEDU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCSD Free Trade and Environment</td>
<td>Geneva</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management of Urban Development</td>
<td>Experts meeting, 26-27 April 1999</td>
<td>Egypt-Med Cities-Turkey-PAP-BP-ERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Split</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism and Sustainable Development,</td>
<td>Working Group, 6-7 May 1999, Split</td>
<td>Spain-EOAEN-Egypt-BP-PAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable Development Indicators</td>
<td>Workshop, 10-11 May 1999, Sophia</td>
<td>France-Tunisia-BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Antipolis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry and Sustainable Development</td>
<td>Working Group, 16-17 May 1999</td>
<td>Italy-Algeria-FID-MED POL-CP/RAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masa Carrara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information, Awareness and Participation</td>
<td>Working Group, 24-25 May 1999</td>
<td>MIO-ECSDE - CREE - Med Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Athens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free Trade and Environment</td>
<td>Working Group, 4-5 June 1999</td>
<td>Lebanon-BP-Med Unit-CP/RAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barcelona</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Agenda of Meetings in the MCSD framework or of interest for MAP and MCSD 1999

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item and organisers</th>
<th>Dates and venue</th>
<th>Concerned persons/bodies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Euro-Mediterranean Conference on Sustainable Cities. World Federation of United Cities and the Municipality of Seville.</td>
<td>21-23 January, Seville</td>
<td>MEDU/PAP/BP MCSD members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High level policy dialogue: “Trade Policy and Sustainability the Regional Approach”. ICTSD</td>
<td>1-2 February, Geneva</td>
<td>MEDU/BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20th Session of UNEP Governing Council. UNEP</td>
<td>1-5 February, Nairobi</td>
<td>MAP/Contracting Parties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN - CSD Ad-Hoc Intersessional Working Groups (22-27 February - Tourism and Consumption Patterns 1-5 March Oceans and SIDS) UN-CSD Secretariat</td>
<td>22 Febr. - 5 March, New York</td>
<td>MCSD members MAP/MED Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCSD Steering Committee MAP Med Unit/ MCSD Secretariat</td>
<td>8-9 March, Tunis</td>
<td>Committee members MAP/MED Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Civil Forum Integration of the Environment in the Euro-Med Process Heinrich Boll Foundation ,EC/DGI</td>
<td>13- 15 April, Stuttgart</td>
<td>BP/MED Unit/ NGOs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN - CSD - 7 - 19-21/4 - Tourism 21-23/4 - High level Segment 26/4 - National presentations 27-30/4 - Drafting groups. UN-CSD Secretariat</td>
<td>19-30 April, New York</td>
<td>MCSD members MAP/MED Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureau of the Contracting Parties MAP-Med Unit</td>
<td>29-30 April, Athens</td>
<td>Bureau members MAP/MED Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th MCSD MAP-Med Unit/MCSD Secretariat</td>
<td>1-3 July, Rome</td>
<td>MCSD members MAP/Others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAP National Focal Points MAP-Med Unit</td>
<td>6-9 September, Athens</td>
<td>Contracting Parties /MAP/Observers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th Ordinary Meeting of the Contracting Parties MAP-Med Unit</td>
<td>27-30 October, Malta</td>
<td>Contracting Parties /MAP/Observers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“STRATEGIC REVIEW FOR THE YEAR 2000”

Draft terms of reference

A. Introduction and rationale

According to the terms of reference of the MCSD, it is proposed to: “undertake a four-year strategic assessment and evaluation of the implementation by the Contracting Parties of Agenda MED 21 and decisions of the meetings of the Contracting Parties and of actions by the Contracting Parties relevant to sustainable development in the Mediterranean region and propose relevant recommendations thereon; the first strategic review should be undertaken for the year 2000 (with ministerial participation), with the objective of achieving an integrated overview of the implementation of Agenda MED 21, examining emerging policy issues and providing the necessary political impetus.” (UNEP(OCA)/MED WG. 140/Inf.4 page 8, (g)).

Considering the dates of the next Contracting Parties meetings (October 1999 and 2001), it is proposed to undertake the first Strategic Review for the year 2001, with a draft to be presented and reviewed at the sixth MCSD meeting, foreseen for June/July 2000. This would leave some time for necessary fund harvesting.

As the Strategic review concerns the Mediterranean region as a whole, it will not be limited to the activities of MAP and MCSD; it will also include a brief assessment of the activities of other regional partners and programmes such as Euro-Mediterranean Partnership, METAP, CEDARE, etc. in view of identifying complementarities, limiting duplication and promoting synergy. This review will also assess the activities at national and local levels, in order to identify the progress towards Sustainable Development together with the germs of change.

It is expected that this Strategic review, in addition to assessment and evaluation of progress of activities in the framework of Sustainable Development in the Mediterranean region, will highlight the strengths and weaknesses of the Mediterranean system, notably of MAP, the gaps and constraints that affect its efficiency; it will also suggest a set of relevant recommendations and proposals for action for promoting, improving and strengthening:

- preparation of programmes of activities;
- implementation of related activities by concerned institutions (regional and national);
- implementation of recommendations and proposals for actions;
- synergy among regional and national partners;
- strategic actions towards sustainable development in the Mediterranean region.

B. Background and objective

Microcosm of the world, the Mediterranean is an eco-region that could be considered as an excellent regional case as bridge between global and national levels for sustainable development concerns. Aware of their specific context, bordering countries have decided to cooperate and join efforts in caring about their common future and tackling related issues at regional, national and local levels.
Following the Rio Conference on Environment and Development in 1992, the Mediterranean partners have decided to give more and better consideration to sustainable development by adapting Agenda 21 to the Mediterranean context. As a result, an Agenda 21 for the Mediterranean was prepared (Agenda MED 21), MAP programme was reviewed and updated, and Barcelona Convention was revised accordingly. It was also decided to establish a Mediterranean Commission on Sustainable Development to prepare and propose to the Contracting Parties and Mediterranean Partners strategic recommendations and proposals for action for a more coherent integration of environment and development, a better management of environmental resources and problems in conformity with sustainable development, a strengthening of regional cooperation and re-enforcement of intergovernmental decision making capacities. In order to get more realistic results, all concerned actors are involved in MCSD activities (government representatives, local authorities, private sectors and civil society/NGOs).

Various initiatives related to major economic, environmental and social issues and stakes have been taken since 1995 at local and national levels as well as regional and euro-mediterranean levels. It would be important to assess those initiatives (mainly concerning MAP, MED 21 and MCSD), their implementation process, related activities, outputs and impacts, five years after; then relevant recommendations and proposals for actions will be elaborated in relation with gaps, constraints and efficiency for a satisfactory management and integration of environment and development towards the building up of sustainable development in the Mediterranean region, as well as for MAP and MCSD strengthening and visibility.

This strategic assessment would encompass the review of relevant ministerial general policy issues and actions so as to address the decision making process and insufflate to MAP and MCSD the necessary and required political boost.

Finally, the objective of this Strategic review will be to assess the steps undertaken by the Mediterranean Community and relevant partners towards sustainable development, with reference to mainly the recommendations and decisions taken by the Contracting Parties and related activities. This strategic review concerns the assessment of implementation and effectiveness of recommendations and decisions. It will not provide, directly, a view of the state of the environment and development in the region. It concerns primarily the decision making process, capacity and governance.

C. Specific objectives and related activities

Euro-Mediterranean Level

- brief assessment of euro-Mediterranean partnership, notably in MAP II and MCSD priority areas, including scope of projects funding by MEDA;

Regional Mediterranean Level/partners

- brief assessment of METAP programme, particularly in relation with capacity building;
- brief assessment of CEDARE programme, notably in relation with capacity building and information;
Regional Mediterranean Level/MAP

- assessment of MAP II actions, in particular the ones related to priority fields that take into account Agenda MED 21:
  - integration of environment and development;
  - integrated management of natural resources;
  - integrated management of coastal zones;
  - waste management;
  - agriculture;
  - industry and energy;
  - transport;
  - tourism;
  - urban development and environment;
  - information;
  - marine pollution assessment and control;
  - conservation of nature, landscapes and sites.

This review will mainly concern the activities undertaken by MAP components (RACs and Programmes) and their impact on the decision making process:

- assessment of the activity of MAP, Coordinating Unit, Programmes and RACs in the legal field regarding preparation, revision and follow-up of Barcelona Convention and protocols.

- assessment of MAP actions in relation with the implementation of recommendations as proposed for the regional level in Agenda MED 21.

Regional Mediterranean Level/MCSD:

- assessment of MCSD activities, in particular as related to selected eight priority themes:
  - management of water demand;
  - sustainable management of coastal regions;
  - sustainable development indicators;
  - tourism;
  - information, awareness, environmental education and participation;
  - free trade and environment;
  - industry;
  - urban development;

This review will mainly look for the capacity of MCSD to catalyse team work and to collect ad hoc financial means and expertise with MAP support centres, and propose to the Contracting Parties strategic practical recommendations and realistic and feasible proposals for action.

It could also review the method of work and follow-up of recommendations.
National Level:

- assessment of legal and regulatory institutional reforms and actions undertaken by the Governments in view of integrating environment and development, notably as related to:
  - creation of institution (ministry, agency, department) and necessary structures in charge of environmental issues;
  - National Commissions for sustainable development or similar catalysing/coordinating institutions;
  - ratification of global and relevant Conventions;
  - ratification of the Barcelona Convention and protocols;
  - promulgation of legal documents for the protection of the environment.

- assessment of national actions towards sustainable development:
  - preparation and adoption of a national strategy for sustainable development;
  - preparation of national Agenda 21;
  - preparation and implementation of National Environmental Action Plan;
  - integration of environmental education in primary and general education programmes;
  - elaboration of national programmes of action for the sustainable management of natural resources, desertification and pollution;
  - incentive to and mobilisation of civil society for environment and sustainable development.

- assessment of Contracting Parties participation to Mediterranean programmes:
  - institutional support to MAP II priority fields in national plans;
  - consideration given to MCSD recommendations and proposals for action;
  - implementation of Agenda MED 21 recommendations at national level;
  - coordination between various regional programmes (MAP, SMAP, METAP, CEDARE, etc.).

Local Level:

- assessment of actions related to preparation and implementation of local Agenda 21 and practical activities towards sustainable development

Civil Society/NGOs:

- assessment of actions towards sustainable development.
D. **Methodology**

Referring to background documents (Convention, MAP II, MCSD, etc.) and their guiding principles, this strategic review would be undertaken by a task force under the coordination of the Secretariat and with the support of 3 to 5 MCSD members and 3 independent experts. Throughout the period of work (September 1999-April 2001), the task force would hold three technical meetings (launching, mid-term review/follow-up, finalization) and a regional workshop would be useful, even necessary, in early 2001. The budget for this Strategic review, including regional and national experts fees and costs of meetings, would amount for US $ 150,000 to 200,000.

Using all relevant reports from MAP, UNCSD (national reports), local/national Agenda 21, action plans, partners (METAP, SMAP/Euro-Mediterranean Partnership, CEDARE, etc.), Civil Society and NGOs, the knowledge and analytical phase could be completed by a brief questionnaire addressed to government bodies and other partners. This complementary information, if it turns out to be necessary, could be collected and analyzed by national/local consultants.

The final output would consist of:

- a critical, exhaustive and retrospective assessment of actions mainly undertaken in the framework of MAP since 1995;
- a set of gaps and deficiencies detrimental to MAP efficiency;
- a set of relevant recommendations to overcome those deficiencies, improve efficiency and strengthen the strategic aspects of their implementation by MAP, the Contracting Parties and all concerned partners.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Task managers</th>
<th>Members of the group</th>
<th>Support from MAP*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short-term (over about a one-year period)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Sustainable management of coastal zones (completed)</td>
<td>Morocco and MEDCITIES</td>
<td>CREE, European Community, Greece, City of Rome, Spain, EcoMediterrania, Monaco, WWF, Italy, EIOAEN, Cyprus, France, Tunisia, MIO-ESCDE, Egypt, Malta, Albania, Lebanon, Algeria, FIS</td>
<td>RAC/PAP, RAC/BP, RAC/ERS and RAC/SPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Management of water demand (completed)</td>
<td>Tunisia and Morocco</td>
<td>Libya, WWF, APNEK, European Community, Egypt, Italy, France, CEFIC, MIO-ECSDE, Malta, Spain, EcoMediterrania, CEDARE, Cyprus, Israel, Albania, Turkey, Bosnia &amp; Herzegovina</td>
<td>RAC/BP and RAC/PAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium-term (until 1999 Contracting Parties meeting and beyond)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Sustainable development indicators (to be completed in 1999)</td>
<td>France and Tunisia</td>
<td>European Community, Morocco, EcoMediterranean, Greece, Israel, Spain, Slovenia, Turkey, Lebanon, Algeria, Municipality of Silifke</td>
<td>RAC/BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Tourism and Sustainable Development (to be completed in 1999)</td>
<td>Spain, EIOAEN and Egypt</td>
<td>Malta, Monaco, Cyprus, Croatia, European Community, Greece, EcoMediterrania, WWF MIO-ECSDE, ASCAME, Slovenia, Syria, Turkey, Lebanon</td>
<td>RAC/BP and RAC/PAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Information, awareness and participation (to be completed in 1999)</td>
<td>MIO-ECSDE and CREE</td>
<td>European Community, WWF, France, APNEK, Croatia, Egypt, Morocco, MEDCITIES, EcoMediterrania, Albania, Algeria, Libya, Lebanon</td>
<td>MED Coordinating Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Free trade and environment in the Euromediterranean context (strategic impact assessment) (to be completed in 2001)</td>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>Tunisia, France, European Community, APNEK, Morocco, MIO-ECSDE, Algeria, ASCAME, FIS, Bosnia &amp; Herzegovina, WWF</td>
<td>RAC/ BP, MED Coordinating Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Industry and sustainable development (cultural, economic, technical and financial aspects of progressive elimination of land-based pollution) (to be completed in 2001)</td>
<td>Italy, Algeria, F.I.D</td>
<td>WWF, Israel, EIOAEN, ASCAME, CEFIC, Spain, European Community, Turkey, Tunisia, RME MIO-ECSDE</td>
<td>MED POL, RAC/CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Management of urban development (to be completed in 2001)</td>
<td>Egypt, MEDCITIES, Turkey</td>
<td>FI5, MIO-ECSDE, Spain, Morocco, France, Malta, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Algeria, CEDARE, EC, Slovenia, Cyprus, RME</td>
<td>RAC/PAP and RAC/BP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The Coordinating Unit and the Regional Activity Centres will each provide the necessary support to the different working groups according to their respective expertise.
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INDICATORS OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN THE MEDITERRANEAN

Recommendations and proposals for action for review and adoption

I. CONTEXT AND PROGRESS:

Since the Rio Conference, in 1992, and in accordance with its agenda 21, it is expected that States and civil society will set up indicator systems for monitoring major changes (social, economic and environmental ones) and for assisting decision-making in sustainable development policies.

In this perspective, the Mediterranean region, as an “eco-region”, is about to take an initiative which will come within the Barcelona Convention, the Mediterranean Action Plan and Agenda MED 21 and which will consistently extend them. The activity “Indicators for Sustainable Development in the Mediterranean” had been registered as a medium term activity during the first meeting of the Mediterranean Commission on Sustainable Development (MCSD) at Rabat in December 1996. At the 2nd meeting of the MCSD in May at Majorca, the task managers (Tunisia and France) presented a preliminary report [doc UNEP (OCA)/MED WG 124/inf 3], which set out the general context of the activity, its field and extend of application, and the working methods to be favoured.

Blue Plan organised a meeting in July 97 at Sophia-Antipolis which brought together the main institutions involved in developing indicators, including UN-CSD, the World Bank, UNDP, the OECD, the EEA, Eurostat, SCOPE and IFEN. During this meeting, the work carried out at international level under the aegis of the United Nations CSD was recalled and it was established that priority should be given to those indicators currently used by international organisations but also to those which specially denote the Mediterranean region and those which bring a long-term prospective dimension.

A 2nd report on progress with this activity was presented to the 3rd meeting of the Mediterranean Commission for Sustainable Development in October 97 in Sophia-Antipolis [doc UNEP (OCA) MED LOG 134/3]. This report put forward a structure for the working group report in addition to a thematic framework which suggested registering indicators accorded into six chapters.

Blue Plan then worked on a list of almost 250 indicators classed and indexed in accordance with the Pressure - State - Response framework in an attempt to assess (on the face of the matter) the relevance and the availability of data in Mediterranean countries. This work was presented during an initial workshop of experts, instituted by the working group, which was held in Tunis on the 9th and 10th of June 1998.

The 4th meeting of the MCSD, in Monaco in October 1998 adopted the principle of the workshop results (a first common core set of indicators and a first recommendations proposal) and asked for work to be deepened on several points.

Tests were carried out at regional and national levels, in Tunisia and Slovenia, so as to measure the feasibility of the initially selected indicators and some new indicators. A second workshop, organised in Sophia-Antipolis in May 1999 (with a large participation and substantial contribution from members of the group and RACs), allowed a new common set of 130 indicators to be drawn up, of which 55 indicators should be calculable in the short term and 75 indicators whose definition is still to be refined and whose availability must be checked. 40 indicators feature in the list of those selected by the United Nations. A revised formulation of proposals has been adopted and lastly it was decided to present the results of the first calculated indicators over a long period.

The report of this meeting will probably be available during the next MCSD in Rome.
II. PROPOSALS FOR ACTION

A Drawing up a System of Mediterranean Indicators

The Contracting Parties to the Barcelona Convention in addition to actors from civil society are invited to set up a Mediterranean system of indicators for sustainable development for use by:

- Mediterranean riparian States;
- Actors in multi-lateral co-operation in the region;
- Actors from civil society (local authorities, companies, associations, …).

1. Adoption of a common set of indicators: A first set of 130 basic indicators has been adopted by the Contracting Parties. This common core set takes into account the list adopted by the United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development, the special features of the Mediterranean basin, and the relevance and availability of data for an adequate number of countries.

The goal of continuity is vital, since what is required is the ability to measure over time the changes in each indicator and assist in assessing progress towards sustainable development. However, this list which includes 55 easily calculable indicators at this stage and other which are more difficult to measure may be changed in accordance with tests carried out in the countries, and in accordance with steering and requirements expressed by the Mediterranean Commission on Sustainable Development.

2. Complementary indicators: The indicators selected in the common core set cannot alone make up an adequate framework for an in-depth examination of various subjects and for work on sustainable development policies on special fields or territories.

The Contracting Parties are therefore invited to complete to this list of basic indicators with specific indicators suited to various subjects and to various geographical contexts. States and local authorities will in particular develop indicators suited to their national context in addition to closer defined territories (provinces, metropolitan areas, rural areas, tourist destinations, industrial - port areas, natural areas, etc.).

In accordance with the results of various Mediterranean work and especially those initiated by the MCSD, MAP will busy itself with putting forward, testing and recording specific batteries of indicators, in addition to the common set.

3. Data mobilisation: Mediterranean States will undertake to put national environment and development observatories, or equivalent agencies, statistical bodies and other technical entities concerned with the collection and processing of data to work. These will be concerned, with assistance from MAP, with identifying and filling gaps in the data needed to calculate indicators.

4. Indicators harmonisation and dissemination: At regional level, the MAP Centres will take care of harmonising methods and the dissemination of results. In particular, MAP shall create a “glossary” which sets out definitions and the methods for drawing indicators up. MAP will also keep an up to date dossier illustrating all indicators selected, including a table of changes by country and at regional level from 1960 onwards, and their graphical illustration, in addition to comments on precautions, difficulties in collection and possible interpretations.

5. Capacity Building: The Contracting Parties will be concerned with promoting appropriate capacity building programmes at national and regional levels and mobilising funding sources in this direction.

Programmes and training aimed at drawing up and harmonising vital statistics will be set up in the countries, and especially for environmental (water, soils, waste, air, …), and socio-cultural statistics, etc..
B Implementation of the Indicators System for Sustainable Development in the Mediterranean

The Contracting Parties to the Barcelona Convention are invited to widely use and enhance the Mediterranean system of indicators for sustainable development for analysis and assisting with decision making, especially in order to:

- Allow an improved assessment of the situation and the main trends for change in the Mediterranean region, in itself and in relation to the rest of the world;
- Assist Mediterranean States, local authorities, economic and association actors, to measure the results from efforts made, and to forecast, anticipate and prepare their decisions;
- To improve the steering of multilateral co-operation in the Mediterranean, and especially the future work of MCSD.

6. Mediterranean report: They are invited to contribute effectively to MAP’s drawing up a report on sustainable development in the Mediterranean to be made public every 5 years. The first report shall be drawn up in the year 2002.

This report will be based on indicators for sustainable development and on regional and national analyses referring to Agenda MED 21 and PAM 2 orientation in addition to the work of the MCSD. It shall rely especially on the retrospective and prospective work by Blue Plan, other MAP Centres or other institutions.

This report will show the unity and diversity of situations in the region, current efforts towards sustainable development and difficulties encountered. It will set out a certain number of good practises in the use of indicators and in the implementation of sustainable development initiatives.

It will be presented by the MCSD to Contracting Parties who will ensure wide distribution on various media. For its part, MAP will publish the indicators on the Internet accompanied by the glossary.

7. National reports: States are invited to contribute actively to regional and national analyses by supplying MAP with national reports prepared for the United Nations Commission for Sustainable Development, and by facilitating comparative studies on Mediterranean stakes initiated by Blue Plan (series of Mediterranean Country Profiles).

These national summaries will indicate result-based goals, when available, in the medium and long term, which are clearly stated and adopted by States. These will present the sustainable development policies undertaken (prevention, response, and integration policies) and will identify a few examples of good practice in the use of indicators and the application of sustainable development initiatives.

8. National Observatories function: States are invited to instruct national environment and development observatories, or equivalent agencies, to monitor and to enhance indicators at national level and to make them into preferential links at Mediterranean level. The observatories will carry out co-ordination with all the institutions concerned, including national statistical bodies.

9. Capacity building: The Contracting Parties are invited to develop action programmes and especially training aimed at:

- Promoting the widest possible use of indicators for sustainable development and especially with planning and development actors;
- Carrying out retrospective and prospective studies and analyses;
- Strengthening institutional capabilities for the various actors undertaking sustainable development processes.

They will concern themselves with mobilising, in this direction, various funding sources.
III. PROPOSED LIST OF INDICATORS

Summary of the indicators selection:

130 indicators including 40 issued from the UN-CSD list:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Number of Indicators</th>
<th>Information Sheets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>55 indicators</td>
<td>4 information sheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>57 indicators</td>
<td>3 information sheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>18 indicators</td>
<td>4 information sheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>130 indicators including 11 information sheets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Among the proposed numbered indicators, The 134 first are those issued from the UN-CSD list:

The (relevance, availability) values are shown after each indicator

**Relevance:**

1 = Not relevant  
2 = Quite relevant  
3 = Relevant  
4 = Very relevant

**Availability:**

1 = Not (or never) available  
2 = Available in short term (not already collected)  
3 = Available in short term (collected)  
4 = Available
# Indicators for Sustainable Development in the Mediterranean Region

## Pressure, State, Response

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pressure</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20. Women per hundred men in the labour force (4,4)</td>
<td>322. Employment rate (4,4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>228. Social disparity index (4,3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1 Demography and population</td>
<td>9. Total fertility rate (4,4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2 Standard of life, employment, social inequities, poverty, unemployment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>228. Social disparity index (4,3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>229. School enrolment ratio (net) (4,4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19. Difference between male and female school enrolment ratios (4,4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>325. Production of cultural goods (books, films, music records) (4,4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>326. Share of private and public finance allocated to the professional training (4,3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>327. Public expenditure on conservation and value enhancement of natural, cultural and historical assets (4,3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 Culture, education, training, awareness improvement</td>
<td>24. Life expectancy at birth (4,4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26. Infant mortality rate (4,4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4 Health, public health</td>
<td></td>
<td>23. Access to safe drinking water (4,3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>47. Annual energy consumption (4,4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 Consumption and production patterns</td>
<td>129. Main telephone lines per 100 inhabitants (4,4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>213. Number of passenger cars per 100 inhabitants (4,4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>326. Food consumption distribution per income decile (4,3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Lands and Areas</td>
<td>34. Urban population growth rate (4,4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>206. Loss of arable land due to the urbanisation (4,2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39. Floor area per person (4,3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1 Habitat and urban systems</td>
<td></td>
<td>208. Existence of program concerning the less favoured rural zones (4,4) (sheet)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37. Urbanisation rate (4,4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39. Floor area per person (4,3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 Rural and dry areas, mountains and hinterland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>84. Population change in mountain areas (4,4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3 Forests</td>
<td>94. Wood harvesting intensity (4,3)</td>
<td>97. Protected forest area as a percent of total forest area (4,4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRESSURE</td>
<td>STATE</td>
<td>RESPONSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4 Littoral and &quot;littoralisation&quot;</td>
<td>137. Artificialized coast line / total coastline (4,3)</td>
<td>72. Population growth in coastal areas (4,4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>205. Number of tourists per km of coastline (4,4)</td>
<td>209. Population density on the littoral (4,4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>327. Number of berths in yachting harbours (4,3)</td>
<td>230. Coastline erosion (4,3) (sheet)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>346. Oil tanker traffic (4,4)</td>
<td>347. Global quality of coastal waters (4,2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>348. Density of the solid waste disposed in the sea (4,2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>349. Coastal waters quality in some main “hot spots” (4,2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>350. Bio-physical quality: phanerogam area / infra-coastal area (4,2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 Sea</td>
<td></td>
<td>212. Protected coastal area (4,3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>217. Fishing production per broad species groups (4,4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>218. Production of aquaculture (4,4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>275. Water use efficiency for irrigation (4,2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>277. Expenditure on stock monitoring (4,3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>333. Average value of catches (per broad species group) at constant prices (4,3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>334. Expenditure on stock monitoring (4,3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>335. Wastewater treatment rate before sea release for coastal agglomerations over 100 000 inhabitants (4,3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>351. Protection of specific ecosystems (4,3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>352. Rate of monitoring (4,3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>353. Wastewater treatment rate before sea release for coastal agglomerations over 100 000 inhabitants (4,3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>354. Harbour equipment ratio in unballasting facilities(4,3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3 ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES AND SUSTAINABILITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3.1 Global economy</th>
<th>246. Distribution of GDP (Agriculture, Industry, Services) (4,4)</th>
<th>57. External debt / GDP (4,4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>328. Foreign Direct Investment (4,4)</td>
<td>231. Saving / investment (4,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>329. Public deficit / GDP (4,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>330. Current payments deficit / GDP (4,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>331. Employment distribution (Agriculture, Industry, Services) (4,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2 Agriculture</td>
<td>88. Use of fertilisers per hectare of arable land (4,3)</td>
<td>91. Arable land per capita (4,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>89. Share of irrigated arable land (4,4)</td>
<td>232. Rate of agricultural food dependence (4,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>138. Agriculture water demand per irrigated area (4,3)</td>
<td>332. Annual average of wheat yield (4,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3 Fisheries, aquaculture</td>
<td>333. Average value of catches (per broad species group) at constant prices (4,3)</td>
<td>217. Fishing production per broad species groups (4,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>334. Expenditure on stock monitoring (4,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>State</td>
<td>Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4 Mines, industry</td>
<td>172. Industrial Releases into water (4,2)</td>
<td>52. Intensity of material use (4,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>233. Number of mines and quarries rehabilitated after working-out (4,2) (sheet)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5 Services and commerce</td>
<td>335. Turnover distribution of commerce according to the number of employees (4,3)</td>
<td>371. Existence of legislation on the hypermarket set-up restriction (4,4) (sheet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>336. Share of merchant services to the enterprises (4,3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6 Energy</td>
<td>234. Energy intensity (4,4)</td>
<td>235. Energy balance (4,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>223. Average annual distance covered per passenger car (4,4)</td>
<td>236. Structure of transport by mode (4,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>237. Density of the road network (4,4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.7 Transports</td>
<td>337. Number of nights per inhabitant (total and during the peak period) (4,4)</td>
<td>341. Share of tourism receipts in the exportations (4,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>338. Number of secondary homes over total number of dwellings (4,3)</td>
<td>342. Currency balance due to tourist activities (4,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>339. Number of bed-places per accommodation mode and per inhabitant (4,4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>340. Public expenditures on tourism development (4,3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>370. Number of international tourists per inhabitant (4,4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRESSURE</td>
<td>STATE</td>
<td>RESPONSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4 ENVIRONMENT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4.1 Freshwater et waste water</strong></td>
<td>65. Annual withdrawals of renewable ground and surface water (exploitation index) (4,3)</td>
<td>149. Share of distributed water not conform to quality standards (4,2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>344. Non-sustainable water production index: share of total water withdrawals produced from fossil aquifers and/or from overdraft (4,3)</td>
<td>282. Water global quality index (4,2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>345. Share of Industrial wastewater treated (4,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>279. Drinking water use efficiency (4,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>154. Existence of economic tools to recover water costs in various sectors (4,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4.2 Soils, vegetation and desertification</strong></td>
<td>242. Ratio of land exploitation (4,4)</td>
<td>77. Land use change (4,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>186. Arable land losses in percentage of the total (4,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4.3 Biological diversity, ecosystems</strong></td>
<td>355. Wetland area (4,4)</td>
<td>98. Threatened species (4,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>356. Number of turtles caught per year (4,3)</td>
<td>358. Total expenditure on protected areas management (4,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>357. Share of fishing fleet using barges (4,3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4.4 Solid, industrial and hazardous waste</strong></td>
<td>108. Generation and municipal solid waste (4,3)</td>
<td>117. Area of land contaminated by hazardous wastes (4,2) (sheet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>115. Generation of hazardous wastes (according the definition of Basle Convention) (4,2) (sheet)</td>
<td>244. Waste distribution (4,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>116. Imports and exports of hazardous wastes (according the definition of Basle Convention) (4,2) (sheet)</td>
<td>281. Cost recovery rate (4,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>359. Destination of municipal solid wastes (recycling and reuse per type and share of municipal solid wastes treated in sanitary landfills) (4,3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 4.4 Solid, industrial and hazardous waste (continuing)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>247.</td>
<td>Generation of industrial solid waste (4,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360.</td>
<td>Collection rate of municipal solid wastes (in volume) (4,3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.5 Air quality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>102.</td>
<td>Emissions of greenhouse gasses (4,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103.</td>
<td>Emissions of sulphur oxides (4,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104.</td>
<td>Emissions of nitrogen oxides (4,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105.</td>
<td>Consumption of ozone depleting substances (4,2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>268.</td>
<td>Frequency of excess over air standard (ozone) (4,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107.</td>
<td>Expenditures on air pollution abatement (international and national) (4,3) (sheet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270.</td>
<td>Share of clean fuel consumption in total motor fuel consumption (4,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>361.</td>
<td>Share of agglomerations over 100 000 inhabitants equipped with an air pollution monitoring network (4,4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.6 Natural and technological risks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>362.</td>
<td>Share of companies with high risk (highest category) (4,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>363.</td>
<td>Economic impact of natural disasters (4,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>364.</td>
<td>Burnt area per year (4,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>365.</td>
<td>Existence of intervention plans (4,4) (sheet)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.1 Actors of the sustainable development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>59.</td>
<td>Public expenditure on environmental fields as a percent of GDP (4,2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120.</td>
<td>Existence of environment national plans and/or sustainable development strategies (published) (4,3) (sheet)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.2 Policies and strategies of the sustainable development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>221.</td>
<td>Number of jobs connected with the environment (direct and indirect) (4,2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>369.</td>
<td>Number of associations involved in environment and/or sustainable development (4,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>372.</td>
<td>Number of companies engaged in “quality” certification processes (4,3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.3 Economic impact of natural disasters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>363.</td>
<td>Economic impact of natural disasters (4,3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.4 Existence of intervention plans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>365.</td>
<td>Existence of intervention plans (4,4) (sheet)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.5 Number of companies engaged in “quality” certification processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>372.</td>
<td>Number of companies engaged in “quality” certification processes (4,3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.6 Number of associations involved in environment and/or sustainable development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>369.</td>
<td>Number of associations involved in environment and/or sustainable development (4,3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.7 Public expenditure on environmental fields as a percent of GDP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>59.</td>
<td>Public expenditure on environmental fields as a percent of GDP (4,2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.8 Existence of environment national plans and/or sustainable development strategies (published)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>120.</td>
<td>Existence of environment national plans and/or sustainable development strategies (published) (4,3) (sheet)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.9 Number of jobs connected with the environment (direct and indirect)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>221.</td>
<td>Number of jobs connected with the environment (direct and indirect) (4,2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.10 Number of associations involved in environment and/or sustainable development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>369.</td>
<td>Number of associations involved in environment and/or sustainable development (4,3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.11 Number of companies engaged in “quality” certification processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>372.</td>
<td>Number of companies engaged in “quality” certification processes (4,3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.12 Public expenditure on environmental fields as a percent of GDP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>59.</td>
<td>Public expenditure on environmental fields as a percent of GDP (4,2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.13 Existence of environment national plans and/or sustainable development strategies (published)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>120.</td>
<td>Existence of environment national plans and/or sustainable development strategies (published) (4,3) (sheet)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.14 Number of jobs connected with the environment (direct and indirect)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>221.</td>
<td>Number of jobs connected with the environment (direct and indirect) (4,2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.15 Number of associations involved in environment and/or sustainable development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>369.</td>
<td>Number of associations involved in environment and/or sustainable development (4,3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.16 Number of companies engaged in “quality” certification processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>372.</td>
<td>Number of companies engaged in “quality” certification processes (4,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRESSURE</td>
<td>STATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6 EXCHANGES AND COOPERATION IN THE MEDITERRANEAN</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1 International trade, Free trade zone and environment</td>
<td>44. Sum of exports and imports as a percent of GDP (4,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2 Others Mediterranean exchanges</td>
<td>8. Net migration rate (4,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.3 Mediterranean cooperation in the fields of environment and sustainable development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TOURISM AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN THE MEDITERRANEAN

Recommendations and proposals for action for review and adoption

I. CONTEXT

Tourism in the Mediterranean has primordial significance for its present and future effect on society, on the economy and on the environment in the region. The Mediterranean Commission on Sustainable Development (MCSD) has made it one of its main themes, with the goal of preparing recommendations by inviting the various parties concerned to promote the ways and means to allow reconciling tourism and sustainable development in the Mediterranean in the best possible way. This is particularly the case for riparian countries and the European Commission, as Contracting Parties to the Barcelona Convention.

In this objective, the MCSD has set up a working group in order to examine in-depth the subject « Tourism and sustainable development in the Mediterranean », and to present proposals for actions or recommendations to the MCSD meeting in 1999. The working method was based on the drawing up questionnaires sent to riparian States, NGOs and tourism professionals, on cases studies identification (21 ones were proposed), and on the organisation of a 3-days workshop (Antalya, Turkey, 17-19 Sept. 1998) with about sixty participants. Throughout this activity a participatory approach was privileged. The substantial work and specific reports achieved for and by the previous Antalya workshop have been put together and are expected to be published soon in MAP Technical Reports Series. The workshop’s results provided an assessment and a first draft of proposals. Then, a restricted meeting of experts (6-7 May 1999, Split, Croatia) was held in order to detail these proposals and to draw up the final version (see below). The report of this meeting will probably be available during the next MCSD in Rome.

As a result to the discussions related to questionnaires’ feed back, the recommendations and proposals for action were structured in five clusters for which an operational method was identified in relation with timetable and executing centres/partners. These clusters concern:

- Strengthening political and institutional capacities
- Setting up networks
- Knowledge, information and awareness raising
- Specific tools
- Feasibility study for creating a Mediterranean body

II. ASSESSMENT

1. Tourism, an unavoidable sector of the economy in the Mediterranean

The Mediterranean countries receive 30% of international tourism (175 million tourists). The 135 million international and national tourists who visited only the coastal regions of the Mediterranean in 1990 could become 235 to 350 million by 2025 (Blue Plan scenarios). Through its economic and social weight, its contribution to the balance of trade, and its potential for development, tourism has become an unavoidable issue for most countries. No riparian state can do without this sector.

For certain less developed areas (island regions, hinterland), tourism would appear to be the only activity capable of counter-balancing the decline in traditional economies and stabilising the population, possibly even reversing migratory trends. Tourism also often provides the opportunity to improve the infrastructure to the benefit of the whole population.
The detailed assessment of the impacts of tourism on the environment, the economy and local society is still far from adequate. There could be a huge increase in the positive effects (using craft, agriculture, the natural and cultural heritage).

2. Massive awakening to the impact of tourism on the environment

Even if tourism often seems preferable to other more polluting industries, the case studies also show that tourism is seen as an important source of negative effects on the environment and for society.

The major difficulties relate to the deterioration of coastal landscapes and natural areas as a result of tourist urbanisation, the problems of water and waste, direct or indirect (illegal trade) damage to protected fauna and flora and the fact that areas are evolving towards vulnerable economic monoactivity, the highly seasonal nature of which causes social problems. These difficulties are even more acute because of the speed at which changes can take place. The case of the Balearic Islands is an example of that phenomenon.

3. International tourists are increasingly demanding environmental quality

Environmental awareness amongst tourists is growing with time and experience. Tourism professionals are striving to adapt to these changes. This is particularly true of the tour operators in Northern European countries who are introducing assessment scales for the environmental quality of their destinations and installations. The market forces can therefore act as a powerful vector for evolution towards tourism taking more in account sustainable development. At the moment, however, there is no concertation and interplay between the professional actors and their public counterparts at Mediterranean level.

4. The highly diverse tourist situations in the Mediterranean

First and foremost there is regional disparity between the coast and the hinterland and between the countries on the north-western rim (Spain, France, Italy : 80% of international tourist flows and revenue in the Mediterranean) and the other Mediterranean countries.

Tourism, however, could develop very quickly in the countries or regions in the south and east which have long coastlines and are of easy access. The number of tourists in Turkey rose from 1.5 million in the 80s to 9.6 million in 1997. In regions such as Antalya, Djerba, Cyprus, Malta, Rhodes or the Balearic Islands, and in island regions and southern and eastern countries more generally where access is usually by plane, tour operators hold quite some sway. Other coastal regions (e.g. Albania, Algeria, Libya, some of Morocco’s Mediterranean coasts) could see development on the same scale in the future.

The Mediterranean also has many less easily accessible areas or with a lesser potential (islands, hinterland) where tourism could play a major role in economic revival, alongside other activities. If the development of tourism could be better channelled towards these regions, and Mediterranean tourist products diversified by making better use of the natural and cultural heritage, this would aid sustainable development throughout the entire region. In Morocco, for example, tourism is now recognised as a development alternative in the rural areas and forests (pilot activities running in the High Atlas and being introduced in the Rif).
5. Economic pressure is such that examples of successful channelling are few and far between

The various case studies show how difficult it is to channel change and to stick to the pre-established objectives for quantitative and qualitative development.

In Turkey the Antalya-South project aimed at a 25,000 bed capacity. The original plan had to be modified and increased to 65,000 beds under the pressure of investors and speculators. The same situation exists in all destinations where there is strong pressure. In Albania where tourism is still on the drawing board, foreign investors have got building permits for structures which do not respect the «strategy of tourist development». In Djerba (Tunisia), local populations are asking for the tourist zone to be extended beyond the limit judged suitable and established by the government.

Examples of successful channelling are few and far between and tend to concern those destinations where tourist pressure has remained within reason and where the local population has got organised (Luberon Natural Park in France and the Cres Losing Archipelago in Croatia) or destinations which have benefited from strong planning activity.

In older destinations, awareness of the need to regain control of development has greatly increased and has made it possible for some difficult decisions to be taken (legislation in the Balearic Islands particularly after 1998 and rehabilitation of destination ; introduction of a local Agenda 21 in Calvià ;...).

6. To integrate tourism with sustainable development presupposes means adapted to the various situations.

There are many of conventions, framework agreements, procedures and protocols involving national or regional authorities for tourism and the environment (Greece, Spain, France, Malta, Slovenia, Croatia, Turkey, Libya, Morocco). However, little information is provided as to the results and effectiveness of these measures. They are showing the need to define strategies and methods for integrating tourism with sustainable development. In Cyprus, a group of public and professionals actors has been entrusted with developing a «vision of tourism» and a «code of environmental behaviour in tourism». In Tunisia, studies on the impact of tourist activity require the approval of the Ministry of the Environment.

Financial mechanisms aiming at better integrating tourism with sustainable development exist or are under study: taxes for the environment (tax on 1% of tourist turnover in Tunisia, tax on access to Port-Cros in France, project being studied in the Balearic Islands); requirement to reinvest profit in regions with tourist installations (e.g. the casinos in Slovenia); subsidies for the environmental upgrading of facilities (Cyprus, Spain...); etc. However, the feeling is that the means do not match up to the needs.

Technical assistance for public, professional and local actors appears to be a determining factor in the successful integration of tourism with sustainable development and the involvement of the population concerned (e.g. Parc du Luberon). Such means of assistance still tend to be inadequate.

Controlling the development of tourism and retaining the desired balance between development and protection demands strong means of land use action. Protective laws, planning directives and town planning rules are unavoidable instruments. Only very determined action has made it possible to spur the necessary development whilst at the same time avoiding uncontrolled tourist urbanisation (Djerba, Antalya, Languedoc...).

Instruments for real estate control, be it the provision of land for investors (e.g. Belek, Antalya...) or the protection of coastal sites against speculation are also very important although still too few in number (France: Coastal Conservatory since 1975; Tunisia: Agency for the Protection and Planning of the Coast (APAL) and Tourist Real Estate Agency; Algeria: planning to set up a Coastal...).
7. Integration of Mediterranean tourism with sustainable development demands major efforts on training, awareness raising and exchange of experience.

The Mediterranean is still not very organised to exchange its experiences, act effectively to better raise the awareness of everyone concerned (tourists, public and professional actors, local populations) and promote the right approach to sustainable development.

NGOs are working on this type of thing. The tourist professionals and States are also striving to increase information to tourists on environmental and heritage matters. During the last years, many seminars and conferences provided charters, declarations, guidelines and codes of conduct such as Calvià Declaration (April 1997), Berlin Declaration (March 1997), Mediterranean Tourism Charter (Casablanca, Sept. 1995), Euro-Mediterranean Tourism Declaration (Hyères-Les-Palmiers, Sept. 1993). These efforts are not enough and are done on a piecemeal basis, not allowing enough scope, if any at all, for the exchange of experience, the value of which was shown by the Antalya Workshop.

8. Integration of the island regions in the sustainable development by tourism

Tourism and islands make a pair which it is difficult to break up. It is essential to introduce new methods. If tourism does not diversify and continues to be the only source of income for island economies, it could well implode, carrying with it the economic development which it has caused, or making shakier the island economies, characterised as they often are by monoaactivity based on tourism. Tourism policies should be drawn up for diversification (cultural tourism, green tourism, archaeological tourism, youth tourism, sports tourism, educational tourism, fishing tourism, etc.) and for spreading tourist visits over the year.

Endogenous development is fundamentally important to check emigration, particularly amongst young people. To develop local small and medium sized enterprises, to facilitate their access to capital markets, to provide them on the spot computer and management support, would help to get things going again.

III. OBJECTIVES

Tourism must become one of, if not the, major vector for sustainable development in the Mediterranean.

Better and more than many other sectors it can in fact contribute to:

- the economic wealth of local populations and social and cultural development;
- the protection, safeguarding and correct exploitation of the natural and cultural heritage,

to the benefit of the greatest possible number of Mediterranean areas, be they mainland (coastal or hinterland) or island.

To achieve this, its development must be guided by a planned approach which is integrated with other economic and social sectors, respecting the environment and cultures. But the aims of action differ according to the situation type:

- In the older destinations, the main aim must be to restore the quality of the area and to revamp and diversify what is already available.
- In destinations in the full swing of development, people must be taught to anticipate in order to avoid the economic or environmental crises which the older destinations have faced. This means really managing supply in both quantitative and qualitative terms and respecting
pre-established objectives drawn up on the basis of carrying capacity.

- In the **less developed destinations** (some island regions, hinterland, coasts which have still not been built up) the main aim must be **to think up, give life to and channel those forms of tourist development which will make these areas successful examples of sustainable development**:
  - by offering the local populations concerned the possibility of staying or coming back to the country thanks to a rewarding economic activity for other sectors of activity as well;
  - by making the natural and cultural heritage and exchange between visitors and hosts a central element in the destination and by thus contributing in the long term to guaranteeing the preservation of Mediterranean identities and showing them to their best advantage.

**IV. PROPOSALS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS**

The Contracting Parties to the Barcelona Convention deem that the improved integration of tourism with sustainable development is a major stake to be met for the future in the Mediterranean. This stake requires wilful policies that are more affirmative at overall Mediterranean, national, regional and local levels.

1. **Strengthening Political and Institutional Capacities**

Riparian countries along the Mediterranean are invited to continually **strengthen**, at national and at local level, **land planning policies and institutional, legislative, technical and financial tools** and public participation which will allow a better harmonisation of tourism and sustainable development. These tools especially cover the following areas:

- Prospective and strategies, planning for and the management of integrating tourism into sustainable development,
- The protection of natural environment, the coastline and the cultural heritage from the negative effects of tourism;
- Assessing the impact of tourist projects and programs;
- Combating pollution and the waste of natural resources by tourism, promoting renewable energies and clean technologies;
- Rehabilitating mature destinations; limiting the supply to defined accommodation capacity; encouraging diversification (cultural tourism, agri-tourism, etc.); assisting local actors, especially in inland areas and less developed islands, so that they can become tourist entrepreneurs as an adjunct to other economic activity.

Mediterranean States should pay closer attention to:

- Setting-up **observatories for the impact of tourism** on the economy, on society, on the environment and on the cultural heritage at overall Mediterranean, national, regional, and local levels.
- Promoting internationally recognised **quality initiatives**: local Agenda 21s in tourist destinations, EMAS, ISO 14000 ... for facilities. Consideration should be given to any set-up for awarding local Mediterranean Eco-labels, which is to be undertaken in the context of proposal 2.2 below.
- Developing all the resources that can contribute to **extending the tourist season over the year**.
- Setting-up **in-depth confrontation/negotiation methods** between tourist authorities, environment authorities and the actors concerned so as to specify and manage the policies for integrating tourism into sustainable development.
- Developing **technical assistance capacities** to be made available to public, professional
and local actors. Involving the actors concerned, and especially the local population, in setting the goals for tourist development at destinations.

2. Setting Up Networks

The Contracting Parties have agreed on the usefulness of developing networked initiatives at regional level, which could exert powerful leverage towards an improved integration of tourism into sustainable development.

Riparian States especially deem that the Mediterranean, which has the benefit of both a lengthy tourist past and of structured co-operation in the fields of the environment and of sustainable development, should take an active part in international initiatives in this field. It should also be recognised as an example for regional co-operation on the relationship between tourism / sustainable development and should put in practise a regional program of experience sharing between local destinations.

They have given MAP a mandate to carry out the following three priority initiatives in the short term:

2.1 Mediterranean Tourist Professionals Network.

The set-up of a network involving the main Mediterranean tourist professionals in order to stimulate a strong initiative for reflection and awareness raising at the level of the entire Mediterranean basin, is desirable.

Initially, MAP shall contact UNEP-IE (Industry-Environment) which started the "Tour Operators Initiative" the principles of which were decided by the United Nations Sustainable Development Commission. The goal is to make the Mediterranean a priority region for the application of this agreement.

2.2 Setting Up a Pilot Tourist Destinations Network: Applying a Regional Experience-Sharing Programme.

Setting up a regional programme for the sharing of experience amongst tourist destinations in the Mediterranean is deemed to be a priority initiative in order to accelerate and publicise the adjustment of sustainable tourist development tools. This programme may cover certain case studies presented at Antalya or other destinations put forward by States. It shall take special care of setting-up observatories for tourism impacts, for identifying and promoting quality initiatives, and involving the actors concerned in order to set the goals for tourist development.

MAP shall draw up a project in the context of the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership (SMAP) and shall be based, for the project assembly, on special bodies like AFIT (France) for example.

2.3 Integrating the Islands within existing programs and the Pilot Tourist Destinations Network to be set-up.

MAP shall contact UNEP-IE and WTO in order to make the Mediterranean into a priority application area for the Lanzarote Conference monitoring programme (Sustainable Tourism in Small Islands, Developing States and Other Islands, Oct. 1998). This may be done possibly by associating specialist bodies such as for example the network of Island Chambers of Commerce in the European Union. In addition, MAP shall take care to ensure that islands are largely represented in the regional experience-sharing programme (Euro-Mediterranean project referred to under 2.2 above).

3. Knowledge, Information and Awareness Raising

Integrating tourism into sustainable development largely depends from an increased awareness of
the size of the stakes in question, the errors to be avoided and the measures to be applied. This requires continued efforts for knowledge, for information and awareness raising, bearing in mind the results of the MCSD “Information, Awareness-Raising and Participation” working group. In the first stage, MAP has been given a mandate to carry out in the medium terms the following two information and awareness raising initiatives, which have been deemed to have priority.

3.1 "White Paper" on Tourism and Sustainable Development in the Mediterranean.

This "White Paper" has the goal of establishing an improved knowledge of the situation, the problems faced and the measures to be taken regarding Mediterranean tourism in relation to sustainable development.

This reference document shall be drawn up under the aegis of MAP, with the participation of all Mediterranean States and the main parties concerned. A regional workshop shall be held in 2001 to present the document.

3.2 Guidelines for Good Environmental Practise in the Tourist Sector

Map has been asked to list the existing examples of same in the Mediterranean and outside the Mediterranean, to identify any adaptations required, any gaps to be filled and any bridging to be done. It shall contact UNEP-IE to carry out this initiative.

4. Specific tools

The improved integration of tourism into sustainable development requires the application of various specific tools (prospective studies, determining accommodation capacities, impact studies, local steering systems, etc.).

Amongst these instruments, the set-up of financial mechanisms which allow the effective contribution from the tourist sector to the protection and management of Mediterranean sites and to study initiatives and events which might enlighten decision taking in this field, is a priority matter for consideration.

Initially MAP, taking advantage of the experience of such bodies as AFIT (France) and the WWF, shall list existing examples in the World and shall commence considerations on the development options to be put forward for the Mediterranean.

5. Feasibility Study for Creating a Mediterranean Body

Setting up a regional technical body to organise, over time, the observation, the sharing of experience and information and assistance in favour of improved integration of tourism into sustainable development could turn out to be useful and facilitate the long term running of all the initiatives put forward above.

A precise assessment of what its assignments, resources for intervention and its make-up would be useful, bearing in mind other existing bodies or institutions.

The Contracting Parties have agreed on the usefulness that such a body could have and have given a mandate to MAP to carry out a feasibility study over the medium term.

INFORMATION, PUBLIC AWARENESS, ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AND PARTICIPATION

Recommendations and proposals for action for review and adoption

I. PROGRESS REPORT
Since the 4th MCSD Meeting in October 1998, the Task Managers and the Working Group carried out the following activities:

- MIO-ECSDE published with the support of UNEP/MAP a bilingual (English and French) publication entitled "Public Participation: Guidelines for the Organisation of Round Table Discussions". The aim of the publication is to promote dialogue between Mediterranean environmental NGOs and all other relevant partners in order to strengthen the public participation procedures on environmental issues in the Mediterranean region.

- On the 18th and 19th of December 1998, a Mediterranean Workshop on the Promotion of Education and Public Awareness for Environment and Sustainability in the Mediterranean was organised, in Athens, and attended by approximately 75 persons from 18 Mediterranean countries. The workshop was the Mediterranean follow-up of the UNESCO Thessaloniki Conference, held one year before. The most conclusive outcome of the meeting was the need for the development of a network of educators in the Mediterranean with nuclei of educators in each country. The participants proposed that the coordinating role of such a network could be undertaken by MIO-ECSDE.

- KEPEMEP-CREE prepared a questionnaire on « Information, Awareness and Participation of the Public on Environmental Issues", divided in three parts and proceeded to send it to numerous recipients in nineteen Mediterranean countries. A different questionnaire was constructed for each country according to the country's administrative organisation and administrative territorial division. The administrative organisation and administrative territorial division of each country were chosen after consultation with the responsible National Ministry of each country and the embassies, as well as national bibliography and the official government Web sites of each country.

All legal authorities representing all levels of administration of each country were addressed by the questionnaire. It was sent to all levels of administration, non-governmental environmental organisations and citizens' forums in all the Mediterranean Countries. It was also sent to international organisations such as: the European Commission, OCDE, Ramsar, etc.

- The progress of the activities of this group was presented at several international meetings.

- The Consultation Meeting of the MCSD Thematic Group on Information, Public Awareness, Environmental Education and Participation was organised by MIO-ECSDE and CREE with the support of UNEP/MAP, in Athens on 24 and 25 May 1999.

The thematic group considered the background document prepared by MIO-ECSDE as a valuable input not only for the work of the Group and the MCSD, but also as a reference for the overall work on related issues in the Mediterranean and elsewhere and asked the authors to refine and supplement it and seek its publication and wide distribution.

They also encouraged CREE to complete its report based on a reasonably large base of data from national, regional and local authorities (inputs – replies to the questionnaire sent out). The report will allow a more clear assessment of the existing legal and practical provisions for participatory procedures in the various Mediterranean Countries and will help in the formulation of more specific information and participation strategies.

The thematic group has proposed the creation of a network of focal points on information nominated within the administration of each Mediterranean country, actually also proposed by the Bureau of the Contracting Parties in the framework of a MAP Information Strategy.
The report of the meeting will probably be available during next the MCSD in Rome.

II. PROPOSED RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Preamble, General Positions

While the Thematic Group considers that it has completed its task as per its main objective, which was to identify and elaborate on the frameworks and appropriate actions and means to promote environmental information, public awareness, environmental education and involvement of the public in order to facilitate the process toward sustainability, it was considered as crucial to propose the continuation of the work of the Thematic Group for two (2) years, because its theme is recognised as an important component of all other Thematic Groups with which the present group has already interacted, but not to the extent and depth necessary.

If it is decided that the Thematic Group continues its work, its working programme will include, *inter alia*:

1. to revisit its recommendations in view of the results of the other Thematic Groups, since its task is horizontally related to all other MCSD Thematic Group,
2. to provide a forum for exchange of experiences on methodologies and programmes related to its task,
3. to focus and supervise work on the development and experimental (pilot) application of indicators on information, awareness, sensitization, environmental education and participation,
4. to focus and/or supervise work on the economic cost/benefits related to participatory procedures,
5. to spread the message of the “win-win” approach based on clear and concrete cases,
6. to continue to follow and integrate in its work new developments (e.g. in environmental education methodologies),

The Thematic Group wishes to underline that the formation, very existence and work of MCSD, is considered as one of the few and most promising examples of participatory procedures in place. The TG expresses the wish of its members to see the role and work of the MCSD upgraded toward more essential and substantial recommendations.

The Thematic Group also considers as positive development the establishment and functioning of National Commissions of Sustainable Development and wishes to strongly encourage all Mediterranean countries to establish and, where existing, to strengthening the National Commissions of Sustainable Development. In some countries existing bodies functioning in a comparable fashion can be reformulated accordingly to serve this purpose.

The Thematic Group applauds the efforts made by the national, regional and local authorities of Spain in the trend of investing up to 0.7% of their budgets, following the UN (Agenda 21) recommendations for the support of NGO projects and programmes, and strongly encourage all Mediterranean countries to follow this example (see also table: Overall Recommendations, number 4).

2. List of recommendations:

The recommendations proposed by the Thematic Group are listed in the following tables; it is important to note that, thanks to CREE network, various territorial (regional and local) administrations are being indirectly associated to this activity, the NGO system being already associated through MIO-ECSDE in this group. If necessary cooperation with those territorial authorities can be strengthened through CREE, with its related experience and technical expertise.
Similarly, as key actors they will be involved in the implementation of proposed recommendations.
## RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PROPOSED ACTIVITIES OF THE MCSD THEMATIC GROUP ON INFORMATION, AWARENESS, ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AND PARTICIPATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECOMMENDATIONS</th>
<th>Actors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Short term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OVERALL:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Signing and ratification of the Aarhus Convention (1998) by those Mediterranean countries, including non-European ones, which have not done so to date, in parallel with related awareness campaigns in the various countries about its content and opportunities provided for the civil society.</td>
<td>Governments (signature) for the campaigns: Governments and other partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Review, amendment and revision of national regional and local frameworks, to allow for better informing the public, increasing public awareness on environmental issues, strengthening environmental education and participatory processes. When action 1 is adopted this follows automatically.</td>
<td>Governments and local authorities in consultation with civil societies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Identification, collection, documentation and dissemination, through publications, audio-visual means and internet, of information about success stories, good practices, positive experiences concerning information, awareness, environmental education and participation, by various actors and networks.</td>
<td>All involved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Follow the example of Spain in investing 0.7 of the GNP for the support of NGO projects to implement Agenda 21, MED Agenda 21, Local Agendas 21.</td>
<td>Governments and other partners</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### INFORMATION

1. Improve the diversification of information sources, assure quality and expand coverage of coordinated and comparable information on the State of the Environment in the Mediterranean provided by various actors.

2. For the implementation of 1, reliable cost assessment of needed investment, infrastructure, etc. for the achievement of comparable situations throughout the Mediterranean. This recommendation might be at least partly fulfilled by the MEDSTAT project of Blue Plan whereas the EEA should also be advised.

3. Improve the flow of useful and timely information on the opportunities and programmes, which could promote sustainable development.

4. Development of efficient means of communication of information through:
   a. specific publications, CDs and other audio-visual means on the State of the Environment and also on other related issues such as on information, participation practices and techniques, success stories, consensus-building techniques, presentation of problems-solutions by sector, etc.
   b. a 2-year state-of-the-art exhibition, held in each Mediterranean country in the national language which will remain in the country. The information will be provided in the most part by UNEP/MAP and EEA and will focus on the state of the Mediterranean environment as well as about the means and mechanisms that are either in place or are needed for its improvement and for the promotion of a truly sustainable development. Part of each exhibition will be dedicated to the respective country in which it is taking place. The exhibitions will be handled by partnership between Governments and NGOs.
   c. the internet, with specific sites and links to other related sites.

### Actors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short term</th>
<th>Medium term</th>
<th>Long term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Governments, local authorities and civil society</td>
<td>Governments, local authorities and civil society</td>
<td>Governments, local authorities and civil society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governments MEDSTAT, EEA</td>
<td>Governments MEDSTAT, EEA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governments, local authorities, civil society and media</td>
<td></td>
<td>Governments, EU, UNEP/MAP, EEA, regional and local authorities, NGOs, media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governments, EU, UNEP/MAP, EEA, regional and local authorities, NGOs, media</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Identification, development and application of procedures, techniques, methods, etc. (e.g. eco-labelling, the media) particularly suitable for informing the public on sustainable development options.

6. Nomination of focal points in each administration to become contact points on information of a Mediterranean network open to all actors of the civil society. Support of the network for its operation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governments, local authorities, civil society, media</th>
<th>Governments, local authorities, civil society, media</th>
<th>Governments, local authorities and civil society</th>
<th>Governments, local authorities and civil society</th>
<th>Governments, local authorities and civil society</th>
<th>Governments, local authorities and civil society</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>Actors</td>
<td>Short term</td>
<td>Medium term</td>
<td>Long term</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Encouragement of establishment and support of the role of regional/local authorities as well as regional and national NGOs, as applicable.</td>
<td>Civil society, regional and national intergovernmental organisations and Governments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Develop opinion polls and statistically sound assessments and monitoring of views, perceptions, behaviors and aspirations of the public in the areas of the environment and sustainable development (in a mode compatible with the one employed by Eurobarometer in Europe).</td>
<td>Media, NGOs, local authorities (possibly in cooperation with Eurobarometer)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Development and implementation of National Strategies for Information and Awareness, e.g. National Awareness Action Plans (NAAPs) as integral components of national, regional and local Sustainability Plans.</td>
<td>Governments in consultation with other actors</td>
<td>Governments in consultation with other actors</td>
<td>Governments in consultation with other actors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Develop a manual on how to organise, at local level, successful campaigns on environmental issues based on tested experiences.</td>
<td>NGOs</td>
<td>NGOs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**EDUCATION**

1. Strengthening of a network of environmental educators with nuclei within each country for the enhancement of links between educators, administrating educators and NGOs, exchange of pedagogical experiences, etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actors</th>
<th>Short term</th>
<th>Medium term</th>
<th>Long term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIO-ECSDE, other NGOs and relevant authorities</td>
<td>MIO-ECSDE, other NGOs and relevant authorities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governments and all other actors</td>
<td>Governments and all other actors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governments and all other actors</td>
<td>Governments and all other actors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Promotion of Education and Public Awareness for Environment and Sustainability in the Mediterranean and in particular:
   a. introduction of relative issues and provision of time into the school curricula;
   b. training of educators;
   c. organisation of seminars;
   d. production and dissemination of suitable pedagogical material;
   e. assessment of the products and results;

3. Strengthening of education through the media and internet by establishing sites on EE with links to other sites.
### PARTICIPATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Short term</th>
<th>Medium Term</th>
<th>Long Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Promotion of “dialogue fora” particularly at regional and local levels.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Governments in consultation with local authorities and civil society</td>
<td>Governments in consultation with local authorities and civil society</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dissemination of information on existing participation tools, procedures,</td>
<td>All</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>methodologies and techniques for information, organisation of related</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>regional training seminars and production of a manual on “good participation practices”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Various administrative levels</td>
<td>Various administrative levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Development and implementation of programmes of public participation (at</td>
<td>Governments in consultation with local authorities and civil society</td>
<td>Governments in consultation with local authorities and civil society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mediterranean, national, inter-regional, etc. levels) on policy formulation,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EiAs, monitoring of internationally supported environmental and sustainable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>development projects, funding tools, etc., as is the case, already, in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>some Mediterranean countries.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Identification and/or development of a number of pilot participatory</td>
<td>Governments in consultation with local authorities and civil society</td>
<td>Governments in consultation with local authorities and civil society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>projects by the various countries. These projects will be followed,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>studied and monitored based on the developed indicators in order to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>strengthen relative strategies.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Establishment and/or strengthening and support to Local Agendas 21 and</td>
<td>Governments in cooperation with all relevant actors</td>
<td>Governments in cooperation with all relevant actors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>to the participatory processes therein.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Introduction and/or enhancement of participatory schemes and processes</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and active involvement of NGOs in specific projects such as biotopes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>management, training schemes, monitoring, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FREE TRADE AND ENVIRONMENT IN THE FRAMEWORK OF THE EURO-MEDITERRANEAN PROCESS

Progress report and programme of work

The very great complexity of the relationship between free trade and the environment has been stressed during the 4th meeting of the Mediterranean Commission on Sustainable Development (MCSD) (Monaco, 20th - 22nd Oct. 1998). This meeting requested that the group in charge of the subject prepare a schedule of activities to allow a better identification of the nature:

- of possible impacts (positive or negative) of free trade on the environment in the Mediterranean;
- of policies to be applied so that the Euro-Mediterranean area may, in this field, be put together in the best possible conditions.

A. INTRODUCTION TO THE ISSUE AND SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

In accordance with expectations expressed by the MCSD in Monaco, the schedule of activities decided by the work group includes 2 stages and several sections which are complementary to each other.

It aims especially, in stage 1 (June 1999-June 2000), to draw on the practical lessons of certain regional and national experiences and to analyse in depth a few key sectors for the Mediterranean in the context of the interaction between trade and the environment.

This programme, presented below, has been decided on by the group given charge of the topic during the Barcelona meeting (4th - 5th June 1999), based on work carried out over the last few months by the Ministry for the Environment in Lebanon and by Blue Plan, the topic support centre.

Stage 2 (July 2000-June 2001) will mainly be concerned with an examination of institutional aspects and the drafting of a range of proposals.

1. Taking the environment into account along with the trade-environment relationship in the partnership agreements between the European Union and the Eastern and Southern Mediterranean countries.

The Euro-Mediterranean partnership, from which one of the major effects expected is the creation of an area of joint prosperity, is the main foreseeable structural process in the relationship between free trade and the environment for most of the riparian countries along the Mediterranean.

At present it concerns the European Union and 12 Eastern and Southern Mediterranean countries. Partnership agreements have already been signed between the Union and 5 non-member Mediterranean countries. These agreements, which parallel the MEDA national and regional programs, lead to the gradual set-up of a Euro-Mediterranean free trade zone (target date: 2010), but may also include several other measures, including environmental conservation.

What is the present level at which environmental stakes have been taken into account in these agreements and what are the expected effects of these agreements on the trade - environment relationship? An assessment of the agreements already made, using environmental performance indicators, from this viewpoint, will allow an initial analysis to be drawn up and pathways towards proposals to be prepared. The goal targeted is an improved integration of the environmental dimension into future agreements or on
revising current agreements. This aspect has been selected for stage 1 of the activity schedule.

2. Lessons from Other Regional Experiences

- Participation in the Geneva "Dialogue"

Several group members had taken part in the Dialogue on "Free Trade and Sustainability: Regional Experience" which was organised in early February 1999 in Geneva. The select meeting of experts which followed was devoted to drawing the first practical lessons for the Mediterranean and to defining the main lines for the group’s activity schedule.

The case of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), which came into force on 1st January 1994 awakened a special interest with the Mediterranean people present. In fact, it concerned countries with unequal development levels (Mexico, the United States and Canada) and was the subject of an official assessment report on environmental impact. This report, drawn up by the Environmental Co-operation Commission (ECC) for NAFTA, focused on three areas of activity (including maize and electricity). It has just been made public.

The experience presented during the Dialogue and the NAFTA impact assessments have shown in particular that:

- Optimistic forecasts made by studies prior to signing agreements can be largely contradicted by actual developments,
- The territorial, economic, social and environmental impacts on setting-up a free trade area amongst countries with unequal levels of development can be significant,
- The environmental dimension is still taken into account very rarely. When this happens, it is not integrated with economic and commercial strategies, which are the main subjects of the agreement, but it is juxtaposed as a side-issue,
- The juxtaposition of commercial and environmental arrangements seems to turn out to be of little relevance from an environmental point of view,
- The range of fields covered by the free trade agreement, the speed of transition, the nature and size of accompanying policies are major points both in terms of their effects in sustainable development terms and for the environment.

- Cautionary Note

This observation, corroborated by the opinion of several experts, has led the group to issue a cautionary note:

- The set-up of a free-trade zone between countries with unequal development levels can lead, if it is too widespread, too sudden or badly supported, to unforeseeable effects which can severely impact environment, trade balance and society (risk of increasing poverty). It is therefore necessary, especially in the light of other regional experience, to carefully assess the various possible effects and to identify the conditions for progress towards positive changes.

- The need for a systemic approach towards Sustainable Development
The issue of the relationship between trade and the environment cannot therefore be reduced to that of studying the impact of environmental standards on trade or the desirable levels for such standards.

A systemic approach to sustainable development seems unavoidable to assist decision-makers to seek out the conditions for a positive synergy between international trade, economic development and environmental conservation. This type of approach is, by definition, much more complex since it involves an analysis of the dynamics of local systems of production and consumption in the relation to foreign trade, and necessarily, the issue of production and distribution resources and processes, with that of the direct and indirect impact on the environment, from changes brought about by opening up trade. It also includes social considerations such as employment or the impact on territories and must concern itself with the issue of the environmental capabilities in Mediterranean riparian countries to face up to possible effects.

This approach, which meets the MCSD’s general mandate, is important in the Mediterranean because of the high pressure already brought to bear by economic activity on limited and at risk resources, natural environment, and areas.

- The schedule of activities on regional experiences

The schedule of activities selected by the group at Barcelona, on the 4th and 5th June 1999, proposes a deeper study of lessons to be drawn for the Mediterranean from NAFTA and European Union experiences.

For NAFTA, it is appropriate to draw the main lessons from the changes observed, to understand by an “ex-post” approach on the basis of some significant sectors, the reasons for the errors in forecast assessments made beforehand and to assess the repercussions of environmental and social decisions supporting the free trade agreement.

The lessons from integrating certain countries into the European Union can also be of great interest to other Mediterranean countries, bearing in mind the situation in those countries prior to integration and changes observed since then. A retrospective approach on Spain, Greece and Portugal will allow to detect conditions for a positive progression of the relationship between free-trade opening - development - environment. The case of Poland, a candidate for membership is also deemed to be interesting for the Mediterranean, bearing in mind the situation in this country and especially the nature of its farming (the weight of peasant-farming), changes observed as a result of current opening-up, measures to accompany the transition and considerations arising from this example.

3. Sectoral analyses at Mediterranean regional level

Following prior meetings of experts, the group decided to focus on 3 key sectors in the free trade- environment relationship in the Mediterranean. These are agriculture, industry and consumption patterns.

Agriculture is currently outside the Euro-Mediterranean free trade zone project, but product by product measures are included in the agreements and the issue of any extension of free trade to this sector has been the subject of discussions. At world level, the next multi-lateral negotiations which will take place in November 1999 in Seattle (the “millennium round”) will focus especially on the agriculture domain. Now, as the NAFTA example or that of Poland show, this issue is a key issue on the relationship between free trade, the environment and sustainable development.
A sudden and full application in the Mediterranean could in particular condemn entire agriculture sectors in southern and eastern countries (SEMCs) to disappear, especially grain-agriculture and herding, with major territorial, environmental and social impact.

For these various reasons, Mediterranean States must have a better understanding of the stakes and prepare for the next round of regional and multilateral talks by integrating social, environmental and food safety criteria.

Industry is another key sector, which will have to be “upgraded” following the dismantling of tariff barriers in countries to the South and East. In the context of overall upgrading, environmental upgrading runs the risk of being felt as an extra restriction. But environmental excellence is also an advantage and a factor in export competitiveness. What then should supporting mechanisms be in order to avoid an “environmental impasse” and to promote a “win-win” scenario? National case studies carried out with environmental evaluation patterns allow these problems to be illustrated but also a more general regional analysis appears to be required.

In the field of consumption patterns, and their corollary, product distribution, free trade can lead to major environmental disturbance, sometimes irreversible, which negatively impacts local space and resources. It is the urban environment especially which is at risk from the possible effects of liberalising trade in goods and services, especially in certain sectors (motor transport, changes to packaging and product distribution systems). This point is worth careful assessment with the goal of identifying those measures to be promoted to be able to face any possible harmful effects.

4. Case Study for Lebanon and National Sectoral Studies, and the issue of environmental standards

a) Case study for Lebanon

The Ministry for the Environment in Lebanon, the group task manager, has taken direct part in the group activity by financing and carrying out, with the assistance of the UNDP Capacity 21 programme, a national case study on two industrial export sectors: the production of phosphate fertilisers and agro food industry (jam-making industry). These two sectors have an export potential. Current impact on the environment, and changes arising from free-trade have been assessed with the companies in question. The study has also allowed observing the lack of information within companies (ignorance in particular of free-trade agreements signed or being negotiated and their possible effects), the lack of synergy between the administrations in charge of the environment and of economic development and the inadequacy of relevant environmental strategies at government and company levels to make a success of the link between free trade and the environment and development.

Lastly, it allowed recommendations to be made to strengthen this governance.

b) Set-up of Other Studies

Other studies of the same type shall be set up in the framework of the group activity schedule (phase 1). A methodology taking account of the Lebanese experience, which is most useful, shall be defined to this end. However, the budget collected will not allow all the studies wished for by the group to be carried out (textiles in Egypt, Tunisia and Turkey, fruit and vegetables in Morocco and Syria, energy in Algeria, an industrial sector to be defined in
Bosnia Herzegovina, consumption patterns in Morocco, ...). The group therefore appeals to the countries concerned to contribute, if need be.

c) The issue of environmental standards

Within the various international institutions (ICRP, WHO, etc.) health care and environmental standards are drawn up. Their interaction with trade are then discussed at the WTO "Trade-Environment" Committee. Stage 1 of the proposed programme will assess the process content and the role played by the Mediterranean countries.

These practical approaches have the advantage of mobilising both administrations and industry. Past experience of the integration of Spain, Portugal and Greece, shows the major role which can be and should be played by Chambers of Commerce and Industry in these transitional periods: an information, advisory and training role, but also a “bridging” role between the administration and industry. Their effects in time can be very significant for the environment. The latter, which was often initially thought of as a “restriction” vector, can later be perceived as a major source of “competitivity”. The group therefore wishes to see the powerful involvement of ASCAME and its partners.

5. Stage 2 in the Schedule of Activity

Work in stage 2 will be defined according to the results in stage 1.

The goal sought for is arriving at recommendation proposals which are up the level of the stakes revealed.

As of now, one can already consider that stage 2 should, whilst completing the analyses from stage 1 if required, mainly focus on institutional aspects at national and Euro-Mediterranean regional levels.

B. TIMETABLE AND SYNERGY WITH OTHER STUDY PROGRAMMES

1. Synergy with Other Study Programmes

The European Commission considers starting a study programme in addition to the MCSD one. Group discussions in Barcelona allowed several subjects to be identified which deserved further study, especially: knowledge of the environmental policies in the 12 third-party Mediterranean countries (TMCs) (especially concerning free trade), investment on the environment, the possible impact of various current and future European protocols, directives and standards, the production sectors likely to be most affected by free trade when the agreement come in force, changes in environmental directives in TMCs arising from the set-up of the free trade area, data categories available and desirable, consultation mechanisms between companies and the administration and the capacity for environmental governance on these issues in each country.

The group stressed the need for synergy between the MCSD schedule of activities, that of the European Commission and that of METAP. A meeting at the end of stage 1 (around February 2000) to report the initial results of the European Commission study and the work by the MCSD, would be especially useful.

2. Timetable

- Preparatory Stage: 1998 - June 1999: initial data collection, identifying the major stakes, an initial examination of regional experience, seeking of additional financing, carrying out a case study in the Lebanon and defining a methodology, and setting out...
the activity programme for the group.

- **Stage 1: June 1999 - June 2000:**
  - carrying out regional and sectoral analyses, national studies and examining partnership agreements, initial summary (June 1999-February 2000),
  - meeting of experts to examine the result of various work and to prepare stage 2 (February 2000),
  - presenting initial results and proposal guidelines to the MCSD (June 2000).

- **Stage 2: June 2000 - June 2001:**
  - additional topical analyses, institutional analyses, considering possible proposals (June 2000-February 2001),
  - organising a Mediterranean workshop on free trade, the environment and sustainable development, drafting a summary and proposal guidelines (March 2001),
  - approving observations, goals and proposals to be put to the Contract Parties from the 7th MCSD (June 2001).
INDUSTRY AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Proposed Programme of Work

I. CONTEXT

1. Since the forth Meeting of the Mediterranean Commission for Sustainable Development, held in Monaco last October, the Thematic Group, under the coordination of Algeria, Fédération des Industries Diverses (FID) Morocco and Italy, and with a significant support of the MEDPOL Program and CP/RAC, has focused its work on the preparation of a work plan in accordance with the specific initiatives of the Group itself and the suggestions of the experts.

The overall objective was to analyse the implications of the entering into force of the Protocol for the Protection of the Mediterranean Sea against Pollution from Land-Based Sources and Activities and of its Strategic Action Program within the framework of a sustainable development. On this purpose, special attention was reserved to the identification on the one hand of the practicable actions for reducing pollutant loads and, on the other hand, of the means to stimulate the Governments and local Authorities for launching policies which would encourage domestic private enterprises and economy-wide competitiveness.

The Group was aware that this could be achieved by improving infrastructure and educational, financial and legal institutions, by facilitating exports and liberalisation of markets, and by stimulating partnership, but also by establishing environmental management system, by eliminating barriers to technology and knowledge transfer.

A second aim, but not less important, was to identify credible motivations for small and medium enterprises to invest in changing and re-organizing their production management, to face-out the polluting inputs into the Mediterranean Sea, without undermining productivity and employment.

The Group also agreed on the necessity to analyse the status and the related trend of the industrial sector in the different countries in terms of evolution, trade, employment, compliance and enforcement, but also of implementation of voluntary initiatives.

For accomplishing these goals, the Group has used the expertise of MED POL, RAC/CP, UNEP/P&C, and UNIDO/ICS in order to ensure more substantive contents to the entire activity.

The Group pointed out the following points as very important:

a). Industry outreach by:
   - developing a two-way dialogue with key industrial associations in countries
   - preparing a regional assessment which summarizes the existing knowledge of industrial pollution

b). Exchange of information by:
   - a regional internet information system of key contacts and information sources regarding industrial pollution prevention, eco-efficiency and energy saving.
   - collating national case studies of cleaner production and good environmental management in order to share experiences at the regional level.

c). Capacity-building for “actors for improvement” through:
   - training workshop for organizations that manage large industrial zones
- seminar for engineering faculties in key universities
- seminars and workshops to train trainers
- round-tables.

The above issues had been presented at the last MCSD Meeting. The Group also considered that:

- the work of the Thematic Group should be planned in a long term perspective and proposals and recommendations should be prepared in time for the 12° Contracting Parties meeting of the year 2001
- the following aspects should be better explored:
  - multinational strategies
  - modernization processes of enterprises
  - financing of capacity building
  - authorization systems

The report of the meeting held in Masa Carrara (16-17 May 1999) will probably be available during the next MCSD in Rome.

II. WORK PLAN

2. The above mentioned issues, pointed out at the 4° MCSD Meeting, are herebelow analysed with the aim of establishing who can implement them and of checking their feasibility in the short- and medium term.

2.1. Exchange of information

2.1.1 Establishment of a regional assessment concerning the status and trend of the industrial sector in the different countries in terms of typology and importance of environment impact, evolution, modernization, trade, employment, etc. The assessment will be prepared on the basis of an agreed questionnaire

Project Manager: CP/RAC
Project Partners: Task Managers, Country designated experts
Expected output: finalization of the questionnaire under the advice of some experts cooperating with CP/RAC, elaboration of the collected data
Timetable: finalization of the questionnaire: July 1999, launching of the questionnaire: September 1999, data retrieval: December 1999

2.1.2 Development of a regional internet information system of key contacts and information sources regarding industrial pollution prevention, eco-efficiency and energy saving, sustainable development indicators, but also some specific issues on existing opportunities in training, incentives, financial support and access to available technologies. A collation of national case studies of cleaner production and good environmental management should be also included. The information system should be easily connected with other international systems, e.g. UNEP, UNIDO and EU., in order to create a network that regional experts and stakeholders to ease the search of information.

Project Manager: UNIDO/ICS
Project Partners: Task Managers, UNEP/P&C, CP/RAC, CP National Focal Points, MIO-ECSDE.
Expected output: regional internet information system connected with other international systems
Timetable: draft information system project: September 1999, data input: September 2000.
2.2. Industry outreach

2.2.1 Development of a two-way dialogue with key industrial associations belonging to different countries with the aim to discuss their role in encouraging industries to adopt prevention and eco-efficiency approaches, and to diffuse environmental information to members in a view of the implementation of LBS Protocol and SAP. This dialogue should initially be developed by making use of existing meetings and forums, and then be further expanded country by country and at the regional level according to the needs, and it should include the promotion of the precautionary approach and voluntary initiatives, including EMS.

Project Manager: MEDPOL
Project Partners: Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Dodecanese, National Institutions and Organizations
Expected output: 1) inventory of the existing work, 2) lay down a plan for the new work in particular by identifying the relevant associations to involve.

Timetable: October 1999

2.2.2 On the basis of SAP, preparation of a document on regional assessment by summarizing existing knowledge of industrial pollution related to the importance of land-based sources versus direct pollution

Project Manager: MEDPOL
Expected output: regional assessment classified per category of activities
Timetable: December 1999

- Qualitative and quantitative inventory of TPBs substances which have the most negative impact on the Mediterranean marine environment
Project Manager: MEDPOL
Expected output: regional assessment
Timetable: December 1999.

- Strategies for remediation of polluted industrial zone and guidelines for recovering the left off industrial zones
Project Manager: CP/RAC
Project Partners: UNEP/C&P, CEFIC/EUROCLOR
Expected output: production of guidelines, collation of relevant national case studies
Timetable: December 1999.

- Importance of SMEs vis-a-vis large companies
Project Manager: MEDPOL
Project Partners: UNIDO/ICS
Expected output: Review of the existing interconnections between SMEs and large companies on the production taking into account the economic, social, environmental aspects
Timetable: December 1999.

2.2.3 Promotion of the International Declaration on Cleaner Production (Annex 5) by regional and national organizations, including sponsoring signing ceremonies, and following the implementation by the major signatories.

Project Manager: MEDPOL, UNEP/P&C
Project Partners: CP/RAC, CEFIC/EUROCLOR, CP National Focal Points
Expected output: special session at the 5° MCSD Meeting and/or at the 12° Contracting Parties Meeting
Timetable: July 1999, and October 1999
2.3. **Capacity-building for “actors for improvement”**

2.3.1 Training workshop for organizations/associations managing large industrial zones to focus on their role in promoting the application of environmental management and decision support systems at their local level.
   - **Project Manager:** UNIDO/ICS
   - **Project Partners:** UNEP/P&C, CP/RAC, CEFIC/EUROCLOR
   - **Expected output:** project included in the UNIDO/ICS activities
   - **Timetable:** September 1999

2.3.2 Seminar for engineering faculties in key universities to encourage them to integrate sustainable development, eco-efficiency and cleaner production into the training of their graduates.
   - **Project Manager:** UNIDO/ICS
   - **Project Partners:** UNEP/P&C, MIO/ECSDE.
   - **Expected output:** draft project included in the UNIDO/ICS activities
   - **Timetable:** September 1999

2.3.3 Initiating through local partners, at national level, seminars and workshops to train trainers on:
   - eco-efficiency and environmental management systems
     - **Project Manager:** UNIDO/ICS
     - **Project Partners:** Task Managers
     - **Expected output:** draft guidelines
     - **Timetable:** September 1999
   - decision support systems for industrial sustainable development in relation to the establishment and management of large industrial areas
     - **Project Manager:** UNIDO/ICS
     - **Project Partners:** UNEP/P&C
     - **Expected output:** project included in the UNIDO/ICS activities
     - **Timetable:** September 1999
   - how to develop a mix of regulatory and voluntary initiatives concerning industry
     - **Project Manager:** Italy (Task Manager)
     - **Project Partners:** FID, UNEP/P&C, CEFIC/EUROCLOR
     - **Expected output:** guidelines
     - **Timetable:** September 1999
   - sustainable consumption concept and approach.
     - **Project Manager:** MEDPOL
     - **Project Partners:** UNEP/P&C
     - **Expected output:** guidelines
     - **Timetable:** September 1999

All the above mentioned documents and projects concerning the specific issues will be presented, at the proposed date, by the Project Managers to the Task Managers and sent to the members of the Thematic Group for the final approval. The majority of the above projects will be inserted in the consultation system through access to web pages, already described at point 2.1.2 of the Work Plan.
URBAN MANAGEMENT AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Proposed programme of work:

1 Introduction

The Working Group on Sustainable Development and Urban Management was, within its present mandate, established at the Meeting of the Mediterranean Commission for Sustainable Development in Monaco (20-22 October 1998). The task managers of the Group are Egypt, MEDCITIES and Turkey, while the members of the Group are FEI, MIO-ECSDE, Spain, Morocco, France, Malta, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Algeria, CEDARE, European Union, Slovenia, Cyprus and RME. The Group is supported by the Priority Actions Programme and the Blue Plan Regional Activity Centres of MAP. The meeting also decided that the Group will concentrate its work on the issues of urban development and sustainable management and leave the issues of rural development (as it has been decided at an earlier meeting) for later considerations.

2 Context

Growth of urban settlements and the accompanying urbanisation rate in the Mediterranean region in last four decades far surpasses the population growth rate. As a consequence, there is a relatively large number of big urban agglomerations spreading around the region (in 1995, more than 30% of the total population lived in cities above 1 million inhabitants). That indicator doesn’t have to be negative enough if we wouldn’t be faced with the situation that majority of these cities are located in less developed parts of the region, and where economic growth could not effectively sustain so fast and expansive urban growth. As a consequence, there is a rapid deterioration of urban, as well as periurban and rural natural resource systems, an unsustainable consumption of space for the urban expansion, and a non-adequate provision of urban environmental services, all of that resulting in a low quality of life of the urban population.

Coupled with the above, we often witness the situation that cities have not established effective institutional arrangements for urban management, that consensual and collaborative planning systems are not being introduced, that all major stakeholders important for an effective urban planning and management are not always involved, and that there is not adequate financial provisions for the implementation of the urban management tasks.

On the other hand, in the region there is a number of examples of good urban management practices. These experiences could be exchanged and utilised for the betterment of the less fortunate urban agglomerations in the Mediterranean. What is missing is an effective forum and mechanism to facilitate this exchange of experiences, as well as to promote and catalyse direct interventions in the most endangered areas.

3 Progress

In the period since the Monaco meeting, the Group has had a number of activities which were mainly concentrated on the identification of the subjects it will deal with, and on the definition of its tasks and method of work. In this regard a number of expert meetings have been organised:

- A meeting of experts on the occasion of the Euro-Mediterranean Conference on Sustainable Cities in Sevilla (22 January 1999);
- A meeting of experts in Split (26-27 April 1999); and
3.1. Initial experts’ meeting in Sevilla

The meeting was attended by MEDU, PAP, BP, and MEDCITIES. The participants indicated major themes to be tackled by the Group and agreed that although it will have to deal with some priority issues of the urban management and sustainable development, but that it would not loose sight of the global aspects of the urban sustainable development. In this respect the participants concluded that the priority axes of the Group’s work would be:

- Control of the urban development, particularly in the fast growing cities, which will take into consideration the policies of territorial development;
- Consideration of the problems of sustainable urban development (housing, water, waste, transport) including the evaluation of the existing situation (effects on the environment and health), evaluation of the costs and raising of the adequate resources (cost of services, taxes, ecotaxing, etc.), and proposals for the appropriate institutional arrangements (agglomerations, groups of communities, etc.); and
- Establishment of the intra-Mediterranean and Euro-Mediterranean co-operation and development of tools to facilitate it (training, good practices, indicators, exchange of urban technologies, etc.).

The participants also proposed that an extended expert meeting be held in Split in April 1999. The meeting would be attended by members of the MCSD, if possible, some mayors of the Mediterranean cities, as well as by some relevant NGOs and other institutions and some reputed experts in the field of urban management and development.

3.2. The first expert meeting in Split

The objective of the meeting was to define several major working themes which could be proposed to the MCSD for an “in-depth” analysis and for which precise proposals for action will be made. The agenda of the meeting consisted of the following items:

- Initial roundtable discussion to identify main urban management issues in the region (experiences of other MCSD working groups, general urban development trends in the Mediterranean, Habitat II summary);
- Elaboration on the issues of the sustainable urban management (urban audits, experiences of the cities present at the meeting, country experiences);
- Inter-Mediterranean and Euro-Mediterranean co-operation (Medcities);
- Urban indicators (Blue Plan indicators’ activity, remote sensing, Respect);
- Preparation of the draft workplan and timetable; and
- Conclusions and recommendations.
For the meeting a number of documents have been prepared in advance, namely:

- Sustainable Development of the Cities in the Mediterranean-Habitat II;
- Cost Recovery, Public/Private Partnership and Financing of Municipal Actions;
- Analysis of Ten MEDCITIES’ Towns Environment Audits and Strategies;
- Urban Development and Sustainable Management for the Mediterranean Towns (Turkey);
- Urban Development and Sustainable Management for the Mediterranean Towns (Greece);
- Support to Management of Urban Development in the Mediterranean-Note by ERS/RAC; and
- Management of Urban Development-City of Dubrovnik.

After a specific analysis of urban environmental audits in the Mediterranean cities (undertaken by MEDCITIES) the participants concluded that the significant issues to be analysed and resolved for the sustainable urban development are: rapid urban growth, and non-adequate economic and institutional development. They have also identified constraints for effective urban sustainability in the region, which could be summarised under a following headings: demographic, socio-economic, environmental, housing, planning, and institutional. They have also proposed that a network of the Mediterranean local actors for sustainable urban development could be established, and which could perform the following tasks: establish an action fund for the Mediterranean, develop a training programme for the sustainable urban development, organise an urban observation system, identify and promote the exchange of good practices in urban management, provide help in obtaining financial resources for urban management, and facilitate the exchange of information. All the above ideas and proposals will be taken in consideration in the future work of the Group. The participants were also presented the experiences, issues and problems of the cities of Sarajevo, Rome, Marakech and Dubrovnik.

The participants discussed the feasibility of future actions to be proposed to the MCSD for approval. They have specifically concluded the following:

- That the discussion has identified the major issues in sustainable management and urban development which could be prioritised and proposed to be dealt with by the Group in the period 2000-01;
- That a questionnaire be prepared to be sent to national and local urban administrations;
- That a selection of cities to which the questionnaires will be sent be prepared on the basis of the criteria such as size, level of environmental problems, rate of economic growth, level of sustainability, state of institutional systems, development and natural risks confronted, etc.;
- That the method of work will follow those implemented in the previous tasks of the working groups, i.e. that a number of expert meetings and regional workshops will precede the final formulation of proposals to be recommended to the MCSD for validation and to Contracting Parties to the Barcelona Convention for adoption; and
- That a small meeting be organised in the near future to outline a detailed proposal to the MCSD.

The report of this meeting will probably be available during the next MCSD in Rome.
3.3. The consolidation meeting in Sophia Antipolis

The BP, PAP and MEDCITIES experts agreed that the following proposals be made to the MCSD:

- The establishment of the Steering Committee of the Group consisting of the reputed experts in the field of sustainable urban management proposed by the task managers (Turkey, Egypt and MEDCITIES), supporting MAP Centres (PAP and BP) and 2-3 reputed experts from other MCSD members. This body could effectively guide the Group's work and significantly reduce costs;
- Propose the budget for the Group's work in the biennium 2000-01; and
- Target the results of the Group's work towards the major meetings of the MCSD and Contracting Parties keeping the visibility of the Group's activities very high.

The experts proposed the timetable, workplan and budget, which are contained in the accompanying table.
## WORKPLAN, TIMETABLE AND BUDGET FOR THE MCSD WORKING GROUP ON URBAN MANAGEMENT AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>EVENT</th>
<th>PARTICIPANTS</th>
<th>OUTPUTS</th>
<th>COST (US$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July 1999</td>
<td>Meeting of the MCSD in Rome</td>
<td>MCSD members</td>
<td>Adoption of the proposed Workplan and Timetable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 1999</td>
<td>Meeting of the Contracting Parties to the Barcelona Convention in Malta</td>
<td>Contracting Parties to the Barcelona Convention</td>
<td>Adoption of the proposed Workplan, Timetable and Budget</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 1999</td>
<td>Meeting of the Steering Committee</td>
<td>Task Managers, Supporting Centres, 2-3 experts</td>
<td>Terms of Reference for national reports on urban development policies, and for the questionnaire on urban management at a local level, selection of experts, indicators, bibliography</td>
<td>7,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1999</td>
<td>Distribution of questionnaires and TOR for national reports</td>
<td>National and local selected experts</td>
<td>Contracts with the national and local experts</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 2000</td>
<td>Finalisation of the national reports and questionnaires</td>
<td>National and local selected experts</td>
<td>Completed national reports and questionnaires</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2000</td>
<td>Analysis of the questionnaires and national reports</td>
<td>2 regional experts</td>
<td>Synthetic studies on the results and findings of the national reports and questionnaires</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2000</td>
<td>Meeting of the Steering Committee</td>
<td>Task Managers, Supporting Centres, 2-3 experts</td>
<td>Working Group Interim Report, Workshop scenario, selection of “in-depth case studies”, selection of experts</td>
<td>7,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2000</td>
<td>Sixth Meeting of the MCSD</td>
<td>MCSD members</td>
<td>Adoption of the Interim Report of the Working Group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 2000</td>
<td>Completion of case studies</td>
<td>Local/National experts</td>
<td>Completed “in-depth” case studies</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2000</td>
<td>Regional Workshop on Sustainable Development and Urban Management</td>
<td>MCSD members, countries’ local and national experts, MAP, METAP, CEDARE and other relevant organisations and institutions</td>
<td>Validation of studies on national reports and questionnaires, indicators on Mediterranean urban sustainable development, case studies, draft proposals</td>
<td>60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 2001</td>
<td>Meeting of the Steering Committee</td>
<td>Task Managers, Supporting Centres, 2-3 experts</td>
<td>Final draft of the proposals for recommendation</td>
<td>7,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2001</td>
<td>Seventh Meeting of the MCSD (tentative)</td>
<td>MCSD members</td>
<td>Adoption of the proposals for the recommendation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 2001</td>
<td>Meeting of the Contracting Parties to the Barcelona Convention</td>
<td>Contracting Parties to the Barcelona Convention</td>
<td>Adoption of the recommendations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>